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ABSTRACT 
The identitarian movement is a complex socio-political worldview based on the 
notion that the European identity must be defended against the onslaught of globalism, 
replacement, and liberalism. In order to arm current and future identitarians with the 
courage and resolve they must have to fight this war, identitarian leadership has built a 
culture of violence founded on ancient heroes, epic battles, and wars between gods and 
Titans. In some cases, the culture of violence moves from the realm of allusion to the real 
world, where scores of innocents are murdered in churches, stores, and summer camps. 
This thesis applies the theory of sensemaking to identitarianism in a series of lenses 
through which adherents perceive, construct, and then react to the world. The identitarian 
culture of violence is found in the positioning of each lens, with violence ultimately 
becoming a lens unto itself. By studying and understanding the various lenses used by 
identitarians, U.S. law enforcement will be equipped to seek out and identify markers of 
identitarian violence and intercede before more lives are lost. 
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Identitarianism is a complex anti-liberal ideology based on the desire to preserve 
traditions, culture, and ethnicity against the perceived tide of ethnic replacement, 
globalism, and liberalism.1 While certain identitarian leaders have moved away from 
violence, adherents like Dylann Roof and Patrick Crusius have committed atrocities in its 
name.2 Law enforcement’s focus for the last decade has been on obvious white-supremacist 
or anti-Semitic markers as leading indicators of identitarian-inspired violence.3 Whether 
this oversight has been intentional or inadvertent, the fact is, U.S. law enforcement at all 
levels lacks useful information on the movement. Without a more complete, nuanced 
understanding of the identitarian world view, rhetoric, and various political platforms, law 
enforcement will miss opportunities to prevent extremist violence. Law enforcement’s 
incomplete and—to some extent—outmoded conception has allowed homegrown violent 
extremists to seethe undetected in a culture of violence formed in a latent, frequently coded 
worldview, the hallmarks of which often are violent battles and heroic deeds in the defense 
of European lands and ethnicity. The end result is brutal mass killings that shock the 
conscience.  
No single, unrestricted, comprehensive work has addressed the threat of 
identitarianism in the United States. Therefore, the central mission of this thesis is to 
understand how identitarians view the world (via ideological lenses) and then link this 
worldview to violence in the overall movement. Research thus far has provided theories on 
why violence is a part of the movement, and these theories are important because they 
reveal motivations, but they do not fully identify why identitarians choose a pathway to 
violence. Identifying how violence is connected to identitarian ideology—where within the 
 
1 Jose Zúquete, The Identitarians (South Bend, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2018). 
2 Chris Meddowes, “Why Identitarians Reject the Old Right,” Identitarian Movement, September 1, 
2019, https://identitarianmovement.org/why-identitarians-reject-the-old-right/. 
3 Janet Reitman, “U.S. Law Enforcement Failed to See the Threat of White Nationalism. Now They 
Don’t Know How to Stop It,” New York Times Magazine, November 3, 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/
2018/11/03/magazine/FBI-charlottesville-white-nationalism-far-right.html. 
xii 
belief system it is situated and how it is actionable—offers insight into the resources law 
enforcement should be employing to combat the violence.  
This thesis was organized loosely around the concepts of sensemaking theory as 
explained by Laura McNamara.4 The clearest way to understand the overall identitarian 
ideology and its accompanying violence is to describe how the main players—identitarian 
leaderships and adherents—see the movement through their respective lenses. Each group 
builds a lens based on one’s perceptions of the movement; however, the lenses intersect as 
both sides build a culture of violence around their ideology. This thesis analyzes the lenses 
through a review of literature, manifestos, and training material. Finally, the thesis reveals 
that the culture of violence is indeed its own lens, with two different endgames in mind: 
peace or violence.  
This research reveals that while identitarianism is a complex socio-political 
worldview, it is also an inherently violent movement with the sole mission of ensuring that 
European culture and ethnicity survive a global onslaught of liberalism, globalism, and 
mass immigration.5 Identitarians see themselves as the literal defenders of Europe and 
European (white) ethnicity. The identitarian culture of violence is a direct result of viewing 
the world through the lens of persistent threats. In fact, violence itself has become the lens 
through which they see the world. In some respects, it is not a far stretch to conclude that 
identitarians see violence in hegemonic movements like globalism and then decide the only 
way to survive is to counter the violence with their own, righteous, violence. To 
identitarians, every election, world event, or social policy change is either ground gained 
or ground lost in this epic struggle for survival. Even identitarians who espouse tenets of 
metapolitics, the most peaceful of the strains, use ancient heroes and battles to paint the 
picture that survival is not guaranteed and that a strong defense is necessary. Finally, the 
research demonstrates that this culture of violence, combined with the ever-present risk of 
erasure, is the primary motivator of identitarian killers. 
 
4 Laura McNamara, “Sensemaking in Organizations: Reflections on Karl Weick and Social Theory,” 
EPIC (blog), March 24, 2015, https://www.epicpeople.org/sensemaking-in-organizations/. 
5 Zúquete, The Identitarians, 1. 
xiii 
This thesis provides a good foundation for understanding the overall movement 
including the ideology, various strains, and the pathway to violence. The research, 
conclusions, and recommendations of this thesis contribute critical information to the body 
of work on extremism and domestic terrorism for law enforcement and the broader 
homeland security enterprise.  
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1 
I. THE IDENTITARIAN BATTLEFIELD 
Identitarianism is a complex anti-liberal ideology based on the desire to preserve 
traditions, culture, and ethnicity against the tide of ethnic replacement, globalism, and 
liberalism.1 While certain identitarian leaders have moved away from violence, adherents 
like Dylann Roof and Patrick Crusius have committed atrocities in its name.2 Law 
enforcement’s focus for the last decade has been on obvious white-supremacist or anti-
Semitic markers as leading indicators of identitarian-inspired violence.3 For example, law 
enforcement might be drawn to adherents who commit blatant hate crimes or engage in 
anti-Semitic conspiracy theories.4 To fixate on such markers as overt anti-Semitism, 
however, is to ignore a vast number of other ideological indices of identitarianism, not to 
mention entire strains that may not be openly devoted to anti-Semitism. This incomplete 
and—to some extent—outmoded focus has allowed homegrown violent extremists to 
seethe undetected in a culture of violence formed in a latent, often coded worldview. Within 
this worldview are reminders of violent battles and heroic deeds in the defense of European 
lands and ethnicity. The end result is brutal mass killings that shock the conscience.  
No single, unrestricted, comprehensive work has addressed the threat of 
identitarianism in the United States. Moreover, a 2018 New York Times investigation into 
white nationalism, a strain of identitarianism, concluded that law enforcement “ignored” 
the rise and danger of the movement.5 Reitman’s critique of law enforcement does not 
detail how law enforcement ignored a festering problem; rather, she documents a series of 
provocative incidents, hyped online and perpetuated by one variant of identitarianism, the 
 
1 Jose Zúquete, The Identitarians (South Bend, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2018). 
2 Chris Meddowes, “Why Identitarians Reject the Old Right,” Identitarian Movement, September 1, 
2019, https://identitarianmovement.org/why-identitarians-reject-the-old-right/. 
3 Janet Reitman, “U.S. Law Enforcement Failed to See the Threat of White Nationalism. Now They 





American alt-right.6 Reitman concludes that these incidents, despite being in various states 
and at different times, should have been enough of a warning for law enforcement, yet to 
her dismay, they were not.7 Whether this oversight has been intentional or inadvertent, the 
fact is, U.S. law enforcement at all levels lacks useful information on the movement.8 
Without a more complete, nuanced understanding of the identitarian world view, rhetoric, 
and various political platforms, law enforcement will miss opportunities to prevent 
extremist violence.  
A. RESEARCH QUESTION 
What do the lenses of ideology reveal about violence in the identitarian movement?  
B. RETURN OF THE GODS  
Identitarian writers and philosophers often refer to their political and cultural 
struggle in terms of epic battles, barbarian hoards, or gods fighting the Titans.9 While 
references to ancient gods, Titans, and mythic war may seem like hyperbole to the outsider, 
the concept of Titanomachy is widely accepted in the identitarian world.10 Many 
identitarians see political ideologies like communism and fascism as Titans, which, as 
Russian philosopher and author Aleksandr Dugin states, have “driven out our gods, 
imposed their perverted materialistic vision and their unjust and corrupted societies.”11 
Similarly, “globalism” and liberalism are viewed as mythological enemies of 
identitarianism, both gearing up for an epic conflict, which John Mosby equates to “the 





9 Raivis Zeltīts, “Crisis of Western Civilization,” New Nationalism (blog), accessed January 26, 2020, 
https://thenewnationalism.com/2019/02/08/crisis-of-western-civilization/. 
10 Zúquete, The Identitarians, 194. 
11 Aleksandr Dugin, “The End of Present World,” The Fourth Political Theory (blog), October 14, 
2013, pt. 3.7, http://www.4pt.su/en/content/end-present-world. 
12 John Cody Mosbey, “Aleksandr Dugin: Philosophical Aspects of the Fourth Political Theory” 
(Dublin: Trinity College, April 2017), 26, Research Gate. 
3 
microcosm of the quintessential identitarian conflict: order versus a degraded society.13 To 
identitarians, every election, world event, or social policy change is either ground gained 
or ground lost in this epic struggle for survival. Dugin invokes the god imagery in 2016 
when he compares “globalist” Hillary Clinton to Cybele, not out of respect but as a 
reminder that her lover castrated himself in her service and then bled to death.14 The 
allusion was clear in the minds of anti-globalists. Invoking such words as war, battle, gods, 
Titans, and warriors, to name a few, appears an overt effort to ensure that the movement 
stays on a war-footing and contributes to an overall culture of violence. 
Identitarians often embrace the belief that securing the future requires a return of 
the gods, which is to say tradition and identity. In 2013, Dugin stated, “Let the people 
resurrect their gods!”15 In 2019, Olena Semenyaka, a Ukrainian identitarian philosopher, 
described the gods as “patrons of memory, culture, history, higher values, ethics, poetry,” 
adding that “they [the gods] stand for everything that is highest.”16 Conversely, the Titans 
are commercial—“productivity, Faustian speed . . . and activism”—a similar theory to 
French identitarian Dominique Venner’s homo oeconomicus, defined as a “zombie . . . 
empty of content and possessed by the spirit of the market.17 Chantal Delsol, a French 
author and philosopher, has invoked Icarus in her commentary on modern man.18 Delsol 
describes movements like national socialism and communism as man’s attempt to create a 
utopia.19 However, like Icarus flying toward the sun, mankind has faltered in its desire and 
 
13 Mosbey. 
14 Aleksandr Dugin, “Clinton Is War, Trump Is Freedom,” Defend Democracy Press (blog), October 
16, 2016, http://www.defenddemocracy.press/clinton-war-trump-freedom-alexander-dugin/. 
15 Dugin, “The End of Present World.” 
16 Olena Semenyaka, “Friedrich Nietzsche as the ‘Founder’ of Conservative Revolution,” Plomin 
(blog), October 18, 2019, https://plomin.club/olena-semenyaka-friedrich-nietzsche-as-the-founder-of-
conservative-revolution/ 
17 Semenyaka, “Conservative Revolution”; Thomas F. Bertonneau, “The Pagan Ordeal of Dominique 
Venner,” The Orthosphere (blog), April 2, 2019, https://orthosphere.wordpress.com/2019/04/02/the-pagan-
ordeal-of-dominique-venner-2/. 




brought upon itself death and misery.20 To be sure, invoking ancient heroes or pantheons 
alone are not necessarily calls to violence. For example, Chantal Delsol in no way suggests 
violence in her ideas; rather, in her case, the invocation of gods and hero archetypes 
motivates and inspires people to a cause.21  
In 2020, Raivis Zeltīts, pushed the Titanomachy into the realm of geopolitical 
strategy when he called for a “new Prometheism.”22 Zeltīts has described the fight of Polish 
statesman Józef Piłsudski against Russian imperialism as Prometheism: just as Piłsudski 
was successful in holding off Russia, so too can nationalists around the world hold back 
globalism.23 He writes that it is time to adopt a new Prometheism “in the era of globalism, 
clash of civilizations, and hybrid warfare.”24  
C. LITERATURE REVIEW: THREE LENSES OF IDENTITARIANISM  
As a movement, identitarianism views the world (and draws up its battle lines) 
through a series of lenses, the largest of which shows believers they are under constant 
threat on three fronts: replacement, globalism, and liberalism.25 Thought leaders in the 
identitarian movement tend to wrap all three in the vaguely millennial rhetoric of an 
imminent cultural crisis. For example, Guillaume Faye, one of the “fathers” of the modern 
movement, proposes the idea of a crisis underway that will accelerate in coming years.26 
The crisis is brought about by the destruction of European culture and ethnic-European 
people and will eventually lead to the collapse of civilization—unless, of course, European 
 
20 Handa. 
21 Sam Bigelow, “Modern and Ancient Heroes Share Common Themes, BYU Professors Say,” Daily 
Universe, August 18, 2017, https://universe.byu.edu/2017/08/18/modern-and-ancient-heroes-share-
common-themes-byu-professors-say1/. 
22 Zeltīts, “Crisis of Western Civilization.” 
23 Raivis Zeltīts, “Ideology of Prometheism—The New Nationalism,” New Nationalism (blog), 
accessed April 16, 2020, https://thenewnationalism.com/ideology-of-prometheism/. 
24 Zeltīts. 
25 Zúquete, The Identitarians; Grégoire Canlorbe, “A Conversation with Guillaume Faye, for American 
Renaissance,” Grégoire Canlorbe (blog), August 4, 2018, http://gregoirecanlorbe.com/a-conversation-with-
guillaume-faye-for-american-renaissance. 
26 Dana Kennedy, “The French Ideologues Who Inspired the Alt-Right,” Daily Beast, December 5, 
2016, https://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/12/05/the-french-ideologues-who-inspired-the-alt-right. 
5 
civilization fights back.27 The collapse of civilization is so extensive that Olena Semenyaka 
often refers to it as the aforementioned Titanomachy, or gods fighting Titans.28  
Adherents of the identitarian ideology claim that their only defense in the face of 
this existential crisis is a return to the traditions, heroes, and virility of their ancestors.29 A 
segment of the identitarian movement sees the crux of the crisis as race preservation; thus, 
its defense is ethno-centric, racist, and often anti-Semitic. While most of the movement’s 
literature and leadership hail from France and Italy, identitarianism is not bound by borders. 
Rather, it is an ideological shield that can be wielded by all who identify as ethnically 
European (white) and who, thus, face the same threats of replacement, globalism, and 
liberalism.  
1. Great Replacement Theory  
In 2011 Renaud Camus, a French essayist and author, published a seminal work 
titled Le Grand Remplacement, or The Great Replacement.30 Camus’s claim was simple, 
if not fatalistic: Europeans are being stamped out ethnically and economically.31 On the 
ethnic front, Camus argues that mass immigration is literally replacing white Europeans 
with successive influxes of dark-skinned opportunists seeking, on the economic front, to 
enrich themselves in the short term, even at the inevitable expense of their organic context 
or identity.32 To Camus, and many others who later adopted great replacement theory, mass 
immigration and economics are intimately intertwined to such a degree that they form a 
 
27 Canlorbe, “A Conversation with Guillaume Faye”; Guillaume Faye, Archeofuturism: European 
Visions of the Post-Catastrophic Age (London: Arktos Media, 2010), https://dinghal.com/bibliotheek/
Archeofuturism.pdf. Notably, the term European is more ethnic (or cultural) rather than geographic; very 
often, this term boils down to being “white-skinned.” 
28 Semenyaka, “Conservative Revolution.” 
29 See Guillaume Faye, Why We Fight (London: Arktos Media, 2011). 
30 Thomas Chatterton Williams, “The French Origins of ‘You Will Not Replace Us,’” New Yorker, 
November 27, 2017, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/12/04/the-french-origins-of-you-will-not-
replace-us. 
31 Camus Président, “Renaud Camus,” June 6, 2016, YouTube, video, 13:40, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=CMxhMtv1qvE. Indeed, Camus was very critical of capitalism’s tendency to reduce 
humanity to beings to “infinitely exchangeable units unconnected from home or culture.” 
32 Andrew Wilson, “Fear-Filled Apocalypses: The Far-Right’s Use of Conspiracy Theories,” Oxford 
Research Group (blog), March 27, 2019, https://www.oxfordresearchgroup.org.uk/blog/fear-filled-
apocalypses-the-far-rights-use-of-conspiracy-theory. 
6 
symbiotic relationship whereby one always ushers the other. Often the two are lumped 
together and referred to as an element of cosmopolitanism.33 In a self-recorded 2016 video, 
Camus compared what was occurring in Europe—the well-publicized mass migrations of 
Syrians fleeing (often on foot) civil war and joined by economic migrants in their number 
from Africa and South Asia—to what happened to the Native Americans upon the arrival 
of Europeans. He remarked bitterly, “Maybe the Europeans will one day count themselves 
lucky to open casinos.”34  
Adherents and thought leaders in the identitarian movement seized on great 
replacement theory—first in Europe, then globally. For example, Dominique Venner, a 
French historian and prominent identitarian, believed so wholly in the great replacement 
that he tried to shock the French people with his high-profile suicide.35 Venner killed 
himself inside Notre Dame cathedral in Paris as a symbol of his dedication to ethnic French 
lands and people.36 He planned his suicide in the hopes that his drastic act would rouse the 
French people from their lethargy and inspire them to defend the race.37 He wrote, “While 
I defend the identity of all peoples in their homes, I also rebel against the crime of 
replacement of our people.”38  
Venner’s act of self-violence may not have galvanized the nation, but it certainly 
attracted more attention—among leading movement intellectuals and the rank and file 
alike—to his theory. Robert Fiorini, a French ethno-nationalist, opines that great 
replacement is so deeply ingrained in European’s minds that they “no longer feel attached 
 
33 Patrick Hayden, “Albert Camus and Rebellious Cosmopolitanism in a Divided World,” Journal of 
International Political Theory 9, no. 2 (2013): 194–219, https://doi.org/10.3366/jipt.2013.0055. 
34 Camus Président, “Renaud Camus.”  
35 Christian Fraser, “Dominique Venner’s Shock ‘Gesture,’” BBC News, May 22, 2013, https://www.
bbc.com/news/world-europe-22628159. 
36 Dominique Venner, “The Reasons for a Voluntary Death,” Counter-Currents Publishing (blog), 
trans. Greg Johnson, May 21, 2013, https://www.counter-currents.com/2013/05/the-reasons-for-a-
voluntary-death/. 
37 John Lichfield, “Far-Right French Historian, 78-Year-Old Dominique Venner, Commits Suicide in 
Notre Dame in Protest Against Gay Marriage,” Independent, May 21, 2013, http://www.independent.co.uk/
news/world/europe/far-right-french-historian-78-year-old-dominique-venner-commits-suicide-in-notre-
dame-in-protest-8625877.html. 
38 Venner, “Reasons for a Voluntary Death.” 
7 
anymore to our [European] destinies.”39 Latvian politician and journalist Raivis Zeltīts has 
gone so far as to posit that the great replacement is meant to bring about the end of Western 
civilization. Specifically, he intones, invoking another chestnut of the far right, “Europeans 
are facing extinction” due to declining birthrates and what he sees as a steady stream of 
migrants coming from Africa and the Middle East.40 
The core fear of replacement in Europe fixates predominantly on Islam. The 
struggle between Islam and Europe is a common theme for European identitarians, 
stemming from centuries of conflict. The generally held belief is that Muslims do not 
respect the cultures, histories, or traditions of their host countries. In his book Reconquista 
or the Death of Europe, Renee Marchand writes that Islam is a community with “a duty to 
fight . . . Europeans, and destroy their religion and civilization.”41 Identitarians, especially 
Faye, focus on the crime that Muslim communities bring to Europe, their resistance to 
assimilation in new countries, and Islam’s general disregard for non-Muslims.42 For 
identitarian leaders like Venner, Islam represents a literal invasion, as Pedro Zúquete notes 
in a story about Venner’s reaction to the construction of a mosque in Rome.43 According 
to Zúquete, Venner believed the mosque revealed a “despicable weakness” and an 
acquiescence to a “foreigner who in provocation, taunts his [European] gods in their own 
sanctuary.”44 Venner was joined in his disgust with the mosque by English identitarian 
Michael Walker, who couched his complaint in terms of Islam’s lack of tolerance of 
Christian churches in Saudi Arabia.45  
In the United States, great replacement is less ethno-cultural and more about race. 
Patrick Casey, president of the American Identity Movement (AIM), lists among the 
group’s principles the need to “staunchly defend the preservation of America’s historical 
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demographics in the face of mass immigration.”46 In a 2020 podcast, Casey announced 
resistance to mass immigration as the primary focus of AIM.47 Similar to Camus, Casey 
has taken the replacement argument to the point of saying that Americans want to avoid 
becoming minorities in “their own country.”48  
Aside from AIM, great replacement is a frequently visited topic on the popular 
white nationalist blog American Renaissance.49 A search for the term “great replacement” 
on the website yields more than 10,000 references.50 American Renaissance journalists see 
great replacement as not only an ethnic threat but also a metapolitical strategy. For 
example, in a January 2020 article, Michelle Malkin calls a caravan of refugees from 
Honduras “low-wage workers, pew-fillers, and future ethnic-bloc voters being exploited 
by . . . the Democrat party.”51 She later dubs the caravans a “deliberately orchestrated, 
relentlessly executed, slow-motion criminal invasion.”52  
Within white nationalist circles, immigration and replacement are self-evident 
political tools. Gregory Hood, another contributor to American Renaissance, uses a 2019 
article to insist that racial great replacement at the state level has been a tactic wholly 
embraced by the U.S. Democratic Party.53 Greg Johnson, curator of the Counter-Currents 
blog and avowed white nationalist, used his 2018 book, The White Nationalist Manifesto, 
to highlight the “extinction” faced by white Americans through immigration, increased 
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death rates among white Americans, and drug use.54 He maintains that white Americans 
already feel the impending doom, and many have given up.55 In this regard, he echoes 
Robert Fiorini’s fatalism about Europeans.56  
Very few within the identitarian movement dispute great replacement, especially in 
the face of its global efficacy in uniting identitarians. Still, one notable departure from great 
replacement is Alain de Benoist, author and founder of the French nationalist group 
Nouvelle Droite (New Right). Benoist sees the utility of great replacement’s shock value 
when discussing nationalism; however, he all but dismisses it as a literal replacement of 
European peoples. In fact, his writings suggest the claims of literal replacement are 
tantamount to a conspiracy theory, possibly racially motivated, and largely unhelpful to the 
cause.57 According to Zúquete, Benoist sees the great replacement more as a 
“transformation” of European mindsets that encourages the casting aside of traditions, 
social habits, and heritage in order to accept globalism and homogenization.58  
Benoist notwithstanding, most identitarians find proof of great replacement in 
public policy, immigration, and politics. The most cited example within French political 
circles—including the National Front, whose leader Marine Le Pen has emerged as a 
startlingly credible presidential candidate at times—is the United Nations (UN) report titled 
Replacement Migration: Is It a Solution to Declining and Ageing Populations?59 In the 
report’s executive summary, the authors list eight countries, including the United States, 
where declining birth rates and an aging population present the real possibility of critical 
demographic decline—insufficient young people to man the economy or otherwise sustain 
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older generations. To answer the crisis, the UN has examined migration as a solution for 
the eight countries; the report even suggests how many migrants would be needed to keep 
a consistent working-age population.60 To be fair to the UN report, the context of 
replacement migration is fixed on “international migration that would be needed to offset 
declines . . . in the population of working age” individuals, not replacement based on 
ethnicity.61 Either way, the report led one political insider from the National Front to say 
great replacement is mathematical fact.62  
Nationalist authors and journalists like Raivis Zeltīts and Ritvars Eglājs use similar 
statistics to focus on declining populations in Europe. In a 2019 article for New 
Nationalism, Eglājs details declining ethnic populations in Latvia, Germany, the 
Netherlands, and Sweden, using UN numbers as proof of an “on-going colonization of 
Europe with third world immigrants.” Eglājs ends his examination of ethnic European 
populations with this statement: “This shows that hate, indifference, and cowardice, by the 
bulk of Western European rulers towards their own people, are comparable to that of the 
Communists and russificators in Latvia, or even higher.”63  
The use of statistics and literature are a tactic identitarians in the United States are 
also embracing to prove that great replacement is not a conspiracy theory but a settled fact, 
if not an official policy. American Renaissance’s Gregory Hood has, for example, focused 
on segments of the published political strategy of Stacy Abrams, a prominent African-
American politician from Georgia, which focuses almost exclusively on racial 
demographics. For example, he highlights that Abrams’s political playbook hypothesizes 
voters of color will soon replace white voters in Georgia.64 A first-hand review of her report 
confirms that Abrams claims Georgia has experienced an electorally advantageous 
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demographic shift not seen in other states.65 According to the Abrams Playbook, the 
demographic shift is unique to Georgia, thereby making it a viable political target for 
multiple Democratic candidates up and down the ballot.66 The Playbook identifies racial 
demographics in Georgia several times as leading indicators of pro-Democratic voters.67 
Abrams states, “The white share of the electorate is steadily declining, [while] . . . the 
African American share has been significantly growing.”68 She adds that “Asian 
Americans, Pacific Islander, and ‘Latinx’ voters” are increasing to a level that could affect 
elections.69 Abrams’s election playbook appears to frame the ongoing demographic shift 
as a potential benefit for Democrats, not commentary on replacing white voters. Hood, 
however, seizes on the overall tactic, deeming it proof that Abrams sees replacement as a 
valid political tactic.70  
Beyond Abrams, Hood cites a 2019 Salt Lake Tribune article written by Michelle 
Goldberg that lauds demographic shifts in the U.S. electorate as almost certainly 
benefitting the Democratic Party in the 2020 election and beyond.71 She writes that the 
“rising American electorate—including millennials, people of color, and single women—
will ensure a Democratic victory.”72 In the follow-on discussion, she describes these 
demographics as heralding a new, enlightened political dispensation.73 Almost a year later, 
American Renaissance journalist Chris Roberts again pushes the idea of great replacement 
as a political strategy, listing 13 books, written by left-wing authors, on the political 
benefits to the American left of a declining white demographic.74 Some of the titles he lists 
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include Robert P. Jones’s book The End of White Christian America and Steve Phillips’s 
Brown is the New White: How the Demographic Revolution Has Created a New American 
Majority.75  
Less scientific but just as effective is the use of hyperbole or political grandstanding 
in promoting great replacement theory. In a 2019 YouTube video, Jared Taylor, a self-
described white nationalist and curator of American Renaissance, provides a factual basis 
for great replacement theory. He states, in part, “The United States was 90 percent white 
in 1964. We are down to just over 60 percent now.”76 He further claims whites in California 
represented 90 percent of the state’s population 50 years ago but are approximately 40 
percent of the population today. His recitation of statistics related to a declining population 
accompanies photographs of tattooed gang members and Muslims praying in the streets, 
which play into his argument of higher crime and cultural decay.77 Putting to rest any 
question about Taylor’s views on linking replacement with time, in a 2015 article, he 
explains why a person would want to start a race war in the United States.78 Taylor blames 
the government and the media for not “acknowledging the true dimensions of interracial 
crime,” by which he means black-on-white crime.79 Moreover, he suggests that the media 
and government are intentionally covering up the statistics of black-on-white crime, and 
this intentional cover up of the facts leads to frustration and anger when someone discovers 
them. Taylor goes on to describe how white people are shamed of slavery, made to destroy 
symbols of their culture and history, and forced to watch as their importance in society is 
physically replaced by minorities.80 To Taylor, lashing out is expected.  
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2. Globalism  
In identitarian circles, “globalism” is the pejorative variant of “globalization,” 
which refers to the economic system based on global trade.81 To the identitarian, globalism 
is a two-pronged threat, economic and cultural, with the economic side being the more 
lethal of the two because it predates a cultural death. In such books as Why We Fight and 
Archeofuturism, Guillaume Faye explains that universal egalitarianism spawned 
globalism.82 He calls egalitarianism “a utopian revolt against life itself,” which he claims 
is inherently unequal.83 To explain this further, Faye illustrates that Western societies, 
especially those adopting Judeo-Christian theology, secularized the concept of equality, 
focusing on the sovereignty of man as a creation made in the image of God.84 Man, being 
ultimately equal to God, has a spark of the divine and must then see other men as equally 
divine.85 Thus, the logical conclusion of anyone reading Faye is that all mankind must be 
equally treated and equally rewarded—hence, universal egalitarianism. In secularizing the 
concept, Faye argues, egalitarianism has become a form of totalitarianism. For example, in 
the name of equality, globalism has replaced equal opportunity with a focus on equal 
results.86 On the cultural front, globalism has eradicated individual identity in favor of a 
universally equal global identity. As Zúquete writes, according to identitarians, “Globalism 
will kill identity, or identity will kill globalism.”87 
Globalism, to the identitarian, entails giving preference to global economies over 
autarkic markets at the expense of the individual spirit. Furthermore, according to white 
nationalist author Greg Johnson, the globalization of economies has stripped away national 
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identity, personal pride, and the very spirit of mankind.88 As global markets stall, flourish, 
or die, the individual is left in a soulless space where either the pursuit of riches or the 
demise of a product dictates behavior.89 Benoist also takes issue with globalism’s focus on 
the market: “There is [a] big difference between a market society and a society with a 
market.”90 Benoist seems to suggest that within a “market society,” there is no room for 
the individual. Venner takes this idea of the market’s eradicating the individual a step 
further, saying mankind is to be considered “homo oeconomicus” under the market system 
rather than individual people with inherent value.91 Even worse, the eventual outcome of 
globalism is the economic leveling of nations. As Johnson argues, globalism means that 
“first world living standards” will decline to meet the modest gains in third-world living 
standards.92 In other words, unchecked globalism will eventually lead to a global decline 
into an almost post-apocalyptic world where the ultra-elite thrive while the workers barely 
survive.  
In 2017, Ricardo Duchesne delivered a speech at the University of New Brunswick 
on globalism later published on Counter-Currents.93 To Duchesne, globalization is the 
benevolent unification of economies whereas globalism is an abhorrent ideology such as 
“feminism, transsexualism, or communism.”94 Duchesne theorizes that the terms globalism 
and globalization are used interchangeably as a plot to fool Americans into accepting the 
ideology as inevitable.95 Duchesne describes globalism as an ideology with the goals of 
mass immigration, open borders, and the destruction of Western identities, including 
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European cultures.96 Moreover, he opines that globalization could coexist with nationalism 
whereas globalism could not because the latter’s underlying goals include the eradication 
of culture, roots, borders, and identities, all in an effort to sell more goods.97  
In a much earlier article, conservative journalist Robert Locke declares the ultimate 
goal of globalism is to eradicate borders in an effort to achieve egalitarianism.98 Echoing 
Faye, Locke avers that the American left sees borders as a function of oppression.99 Thus, 
erasing borders allows open immigration and equal sharing of resources and wealth.100 
Locke goes a step further in stating that globalism nefariously seeks the eradication of 
national, cultural identity with the secondary goal of installing global governmental bodies, 
which further erode identity.101 Therefore, Locke reaffirms the threat posed by globalism 
as one that would, or could, erase that which identitarians fight so strongly to maintain: a 
sense of self. Western identitarians like Pat Buchanan join Locke, Duchesne, and others in 
pronouncing globalism a universal threat.102  
3. Liberalism  
The third enemy of identitarians the world over is Western liberalism. According 
to Aleksandr Dugin, Western liberalism positions the individual as the “normative subject 
within the framework of all mankind.”103 Dugin further writes that the focus on the 
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and socialism.104 He explains that Western liberalism’s victory was also its eventual 
undoing—and the reason it is an enemy of the identitarian movement.105 Specifically, 
Western liberalism’s penultimate victory was freeing the individual from all “collective 
identity and any membership.”106 To the identitarian, liberalism’s goal of freeing 
individuals means a forced uncoupling from tradition, family, national or ethnic identity, 
and all forms of structure which heretofore had been a benefit to mankind.  
In almost all corners of the identitarian world, the defeat of Western liberalism also 
means the end of Western liberal democracies. Removing liberal democracy, and replacing 
it with a stricter government system, is a key factor in understanding the eventual goal of 
many identitarian groups: a government system designed around strict nationalism, a 
rejection of liberal social ideals—social justice theory, for instance—and a return to 
autarkic market systems. Interestingly, as author Edward Luce and journalist Patrick Lee 
Miller point out, the extreme left also advocates for the end of liberal democracy, but this 
replacement is collectivist and likely something similar to communism.107 Ironically, the 
far left and the far right, including identitarians, arrive at the conclusion that the future lies 
outside the bounds of liberal democracy.108 
Within Western liberalism’s ecosystem, there are several sub-movements, 
including feminism, gender queering, and social justice. Identitarians writ large believe 
each of the sub-movements poses some level of existential threat to culture, tradition, 
objective truth, identitarian ideology, and in some cases, their very existence. For example, 
Zúquete summarizes the identitarian view on transgenderism as not only a threat to 
objective truth—a man turning into a woman, for example—but also an attempt at 
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“massification,” removing all human uniqueness in an attempt for sameness.109 Dugin 
concurs, alleging further that Western liberalism and its sub-ideologies have led to 
“cultural, national, social and religious ties being broken” while at the same time erasing 
“culture, language, morality, tradition . . . and family.”110  
Many in the identitarian community feel feminism is the most egregious of the sub-
movements of liberalism because it is “anti-male, anti-family, and anti-white.”111 Indeed, 
Benoist states the dominant form of feminism is based on a malevolent egalitarianism in 
that it strives to erase the differences between men and women in a misplaced effort to 
equalize power and influence.112 Silver Roses, a Ukrainian identitarian-based organization, 
accuses feminism of intentionally moving away from the “fundamental truth” that men and 
women are different on all levels, and the roles attributed to one or the other should not be 
so easily exchanged.113 Silver Roses touches on traditional views of men and women, 
which is something the group promotes with vigor.  
While Benoist and Silver Roses appear to be addressing perceived power dynamics, 
the truth is, both claim men and women are at their best when they understand their roles 
and responsibilities and work in tandem—something they maintain feminism rejects. To 
the identitarian, feminism’s rejection of male/female roles threatens the basic family 
structure.114 None of the identitarian literature on feminism is specifically hostile to first- 
and second-wave feminists, with the exception of abortion, which is attributed to the latter 
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end of the second wave.115 Third- and fourth-wave feminists are indeed threats to 
identitarian ideology, according to this material, with the fourth wave being the worst of 
the two because of its belief in erasing gender lines, “queer theory,” suppression of male 
talent and usefulness, and “the total feminization of male human material.”116 To 
identitarians, writers like Kristen Sollee, a “sex-positive” journalist, provide plenty of fuel 
for the identitarian arguments against feminism. Sollee describes third-wave feminism as 
being sex-positive—meaning incorporating sex into everyday life—and fourth-wave as 
being gender queer.117 
As Dugin points out, the goal of Western liberalism is the freeing of an individual 
from all collective identity; however, identitarians tend, instead, to see these trends as 
depriving mankind of its own culture, families, and even historical perceptions. According 
to author and journalist Kevin Baldeosingh, “woke culture,” for example, which is based 
on the concept of shaming en masse, treats Western history and culture skeptically.118 
Further explaining woke culture, Vox journalist Matthew Yglesias writes that the 
movement shows an unmistakable desire for “white liberals” to move even further left in 
their political ideology and away from their own history and culture.119 For example, woke 
Westerners are accustomed to hearing that capitalism, the U.S. criminal justice system, and 
even American life are full of systemic racism. Explaining the idea of pervasive racism in 
American life, Bo Winegard and Ben Winegard summarize this tenet of woke theory 
thusly: “Almost all disparities among demographic groups are caused by bigotry.”120 All 
of these examples of woke culture, shame, and claims of systemic racism aggravate 
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identitarians and prove their point of a world gone awry. For example, Yglesias’s 
aforementioned article was featured in the white nationalist–leaning American 
Renaissance publication in April 2019 as a shameful reminder of what liberalism has done 
to white Americans: causing them to be ashamed of their culture.121 
Finally, according to identitarians, the damage of Western liberalism manifests in 
the youth of the west, who use it to demean and cast aside white people en masse. For 
example, in 2018, then–Texas State University student Rudy Martinez wrote an opinion 
piece that he later published on his own website, “Your DNA Is an Abomination.”122 
Martinez used the article to display his absolute disdain for white Americans, openly 
admitting his goal was to “deconstruct whiteness and everything attached to it.”123 He 
warned white people that their cultural death was imminent and announced: “White death 
will mean liberation for all.”124 The essay was found to be so objectionable that Texas State 
University President Denise Trauth allegedly ordered the school paper to issue an apology 
and delete the article from its website.125 It was too late for that, as white nationalists had 
already learned of the article and spread in online.126 Jared Taylor quoted Martinez’s essay 
in a 2018 speech as proof of “irreconcilable differences” between black and white 
America.127 For identitarians, articles like Martinez’s are all the proof they need that higher 
education is inundated with liberalism.  
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D. RESEARCH DESIGN 
The central mission of this thesis was to understand how identitarians view the 
world via ideological lenses and then link this worldview to violence in the overall 
movement. Research thus far provides theories on why violence is a part of the movement, 
and these theories are important because they reveal motivations, but they do not fully 
identify why identitarians have chosen a pathway to violence. Identifying how violence is 
connected to identitarian ideology—where within the belief system it is situated and how 
it is actionable—offers insight into the resources law enforcement should be employing to 
combat the violence.  
1. Selection Criteria 
The identitarian movement is extremely large, and elements of the movement exist 
in numerous other belief systems. The present analysis focused on the larger identifiable 
strains, which were chosen based on several criteria. The first was how closely the strain 
aligns with the primary identitarian ideology. There was no empirical rating system for 
measuring proximity to the core ideals; rather, alignment was factored through published 
mission statements and goals. The second measurement factor was the relative popularity 
of the identitarian sub-ideology. Again, there were no data markers for measuring 
popularity; rather, the focus of the research was on well-known strains like white 
nationalism as opposed to “groyperism,” for example.128 The final selection criterion was 
that each strain must have history in the United States or Europe.  
2. Limitation and Scope 
Primary elements like great replacement theory, anti-globalism, and anti-liberalism 
were points of focus because the ideas transcend multiple strains of the larger movement, 
and identitarian leaders focus disproportionally on them. The minutiae of each of the strains 
of identitarianism or the micro-level differences among them, such as iconography and 
lexicon, were not points of focus. An additional limitation was that this thesis meant to 
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address the violence in the United States linked to identitarianism. As such, solutions were 
geared toward law enforcement and the intelligence apparatus, not churches, schools, or 
social services. Finally, a prevailing limitation throughout the thesis research and writing 
process was access to identitarian sources online. In several instances, blogs, videos, or 
entire webpages were removed, censored, or otherwise rendered inaccessible.  
The limitation of information includes a paucity of scholarly work completed on 
the subject. While there are numerous theses and reports on white nationalism, which is 
indeed a part of the identitarian movement, there are very few works on the global 
identitarian movement. Most of what literature exists comes from Europe, where the 
movement is older and has taken on forms that may or may not obviously correlate with 
the U.S. movement.  
3. Method 
This thesis was organized loosely around the concepts in sensemaking theory as 
explained by Laura McNamara.129 The clearest way to understand the overall identitarian 
ideology and its accompanying violence was to describe how the main players—
identitarian leaderships and adherents—see the movement through their respective lenses. 
Each group builds a lens based on one’s perceptions of the movement; however, the lenses 
intersect as both sides build a culture of violence around their ideology. This thesis 
analyzed the lenses through a review of literature, manifestos, and training material. 
Finally, the thesis revealed that the culture of violence is indeed its own lens, with two 
different endgames in mind: peace or violence.  
The first step was to gather and analyze literature, speeches, and essays written by 
identitarian leadership. Specifically, research focused on how the leadership describes the 
movement currently and into the future. Additionally, the research delved into opinions 
regarding current and future violence. The second step entailed exploring how the general 
body of the movement, including those who have carried out acts of violence, views the 
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movement into the future. Manifestos written by particular individuals who have been 
connected with violence served as the main objects of this analysis.  
E. CONCLUSION  
Chapter II explores the foundations of the identitarian movement by examining the 
movement’s European roots, including an explanation of the lenses through which 
identitarians view and respond to an increasingly chaotic world. The foundations of the 
identitarian culture of violence also emerge in the discussion of the European strains. 
Chapter III covers how American identitarians have copied certain European lenses but 
also created their own to answer the threats posed to them. The role of violence in American 
identitarianism is evident from the beginning and crescendos into the violent strain of the 
movement. Chapter IV details how identitarianism has built a culture of violence through 
repeated allusions to ancient heroes, epic battles, and wars against its enemies that equal 
the magnitude of wars between the gods. Chapter V reveals how violence itself is a lens 
through which many in the movement view the world. 
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II. ANCIENT FOUNDATIONS: IDENTITARIANISM IN EUROPE 
Identitarianism is a complex socio-political worldview with the sole mission of 
ensuring European culture and ethnicity survive a global onslaught of liberalism, 
globalism, and replacement through mass immigration.130 Zúquete has compared the 
identitarian movement to a religion, complete with levels of devotion and sacredness.131 
The comparison is appropriate when one considers the vast amount of symbolism and focus 
on a righteous struggle within the movement. Nevertheless, identitarians have built an 
entire culture of violence based on their current struggle. They find inspiration in ancient 
Greek and Roman war heroes and take their motivation from stories of epic struggles, 
glorious battles, and wars between gods and Titans. In the identitarian world, conflict is an 
axiomatic state, and survival is not guaranteed, so any allusion to historical conflict—
especially ending in victory—is welcomed. The identitarian world is one of duty. Many 
adherents feel personally akin to Horatius and can think of no better way to live, or die, 
than in defense of their culture, race, history, or land.132  
Identitarianism, crafted and refined in Europe, is based on the idea that the continent 
and its people face unique threats—replacement, globalism, and liberalism—that 
jeopardize everything they consider uniquely and ethnically European.133 To counter these 
threats, purveyors of this ideology focus their lenses on European history and culture but 
also on ethnic survival. Their focus on European history has led to a warrior culture within 
identitarianism whereby violence permeates their claims as defenders of the European way 
of life. To ensure not only survival but indeed the ability to thrive, European identitarians 
have built three strains of the movement: French metapolitics, Italian fascism, and 
Ukrainian blood and soil. The purpose of this chapter is to explain each strain of European 
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identitarianism and show how the culture of war and violence pervades each strain, which 
could lead to violence in Europe and beyond. This chapter is also important in that is shows 
how concepts like great replacement are dealt with in real life among the people who live 
in fear each day.  
A. FRENCH METAPOLITICS 
Identitarians emphasize on many occasions that the way to lead the world forward 
is not through violence but through a slow, methodical winning over of hearts and minds, 
in other words, metapolitics. Guillaume Faye defines metapolitics as “the social diffusion 
of ideas . . . for the sake of provoking a profound, long-term, political transformation.”134 
In 2018, identitarian columnist John Bruce Leonard noted that metapolitics speaks to one’s 
“higher self” and expands the horizons of political discourse.135 Jose Pedro Zúquete has 
concluded that metapolitics is “an occupation of thoughts and spirits, aiming for a cultural 
revolution.”136 As such, identitarian metapolitics does not have space for such notions as 
nationalism. Rather, it is a European movement based on the collective tradition, history, 
and identity of Europeans.  
Many identitarians across Europe who seek a metapolitical solution are often united 
in what is called the “European Lambda Movement.”137 Lambda has dual significance: 
both its meaning and prominence on the movement’s flags.138 The lambda symbol Λ, 
sometimes described as the “Spartan shield” symbol, appears on the movement’s black and 
yellow flags, yet another example of identitarians’ attraction to ancient or classical 
European symbols. According to Petra Vejvodová, it is a reminder of the idea that true 
Europeans should stand strong as one body, like the Spartans at Thermopylae, against the 
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non-European world.139 Symbol aside, Leonard and Zúquete attribute much of the modern 
understanding of metapolitics, and therefore the success of the Lambda Movement, to 
identitarians Guillaume Faye, Alain de Benoist, and Rene Guenon—all French thinkers of 
the movement.  
In early 2020, Kristaps Gulbis, Latvian political activist and editor of New 
Nationalism, published a unifying document titled “The Paris Statement.”140 Consisting of 
36 critical observations and suggestions for the European identitarian movement, the 
statement is steeped in metapolitics, calling it at one point a “new kind of statesmanship” 
that requires a “new statesman.”141 Metapolitics permeates every suggestion in the 
statement, and the authors make several recommendations for how to achieve a more 
unified, Euro-centric Europe. For example, it recommends a restructuring of European 
universities so that instructors promote the “transmission of our common [European] 
culture” rather than indoctrinating the youth with globalism.142 It recommends several 
social policies such as emphasizing meritocracy, rejecting egalitarianism, restoring 
Christianity as the dominant theology, and withdrawing from globalist policies.143  
Like many other aspects of identitarianism, “The Paris Statement” has been 
endorsed by multiple academics, politicians, philosophers, and authors from across Europe. 
Among the signatories are Chantal Delsol, Polish academic Ryszard Legutko, Spanish 
professor emeritus Dalmacio Negro Pavón, and Hungarian political philosopher András 
Lánczi. Additional countries represented include the Czech Republic, the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Belgium, and Norway. If nothing else, the number of academics and influential 
signatories associated with the statement shows it is should not be taken lightly. The 
document makes no suggestion of violence, government overthrow, or acceleration toward 
societal collapse; rather, it focuses entirely on social and political solutions for sustaining 
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Europe.144 “The Paris Statement” is the epitome of metapolitics, not only showing the path 
forward but also establishing how Europe would function in the aftermath of a future 
culture war.  
The metapolitical strain of identitarianism fixates on finding a viable socio-political 
solution for Europe. In other words, those identitarians who adopt this lens tend to be 
largely peaceful and longsuffering. However, just because metapolitical identitarians are 
generally peaceful does not mean they shy away from rhetorical mentions of glorious 
battles, ancient heroes, and Titans. Indeed, the Lambda Movement’s flag and its allusions 
to Sparta show a respect for the warrior spirit. Still, the metapolitical strain emphasizes and 
promotes ideas, learning, and understanding. When metapolitical identitarians speak of a 
revolution, they are usually speaking of a revolution of spirit rather than bloody overthrow.  
B. UKRAINIAN BLOOD AND SOIL  
Unlike the metapolitical strain, the blood and soil strain of identitarianism focuses 
on an imminent, physical threat to the existence of Europe and the European people, which 
to them, demands a violent response. The struggle for survival may be against literal 
invading armies, mass immigration, or even replacement. The formulation “blood and soil” 
originated in imperial Germany, where it was meant to emphasize the organic and 
exclusive connection between a people and the land from which they derived a living. 
Citing German historian Julius Schwietering, Christa Kamenetzky writes that blood and 
soil was an acknowledgement of the German’s total dedication to the community on many 
levels including a spiritual relationship with the soil.145 The blood and soil philosophy is a 
founding principle of the völkisch movement, which seeks to tie ethnicity to a nation, a 
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geographic location, or, in the Romantic tradition, a landscape.146 Within the identitarian 
space, the phrase blood and soil is closely linked to racism, which is unwelcome in certain 
segments of the movement, though others take race as their dominant argument.147 Either 
way, blood and soil—or the less aggressive version, “carnal homeland”—is a frequent 
rallying cry for those in the movement who are factually under attack, like the Ukrainians 
who are embroiled in literal combat with Russia, as well as those who perceive an attack.148  
In Ukraine, “blood and soil” was shouted by right-wing protestors in the early days 
of the Euromaidan protests when Kiev stood defiant against what was broadly decried 
Russian imperialism.149 Ukrainians praised the national heroes of old, including Stepan 
Bandera and the Hetman of the 16th century, and celebrated their ethnic ties to Ukraine.150 
In this milieu of marches, slogans, and strife, a group of soccer hooligans and street fighters 
formed a militia and conducted successful attacks against Russian troops.151 This group of 
fighters later became the Azov Battalion and were inducted into the Ukrainian National 
Guard, despite recruiting and training self-admitted pro-Ukrainian neo-Nazis, anti-
Semites, and racists.152  
Azov’s goals are local, but its war orientation and emphasis on blood and soil are 
international. In the United Kingdom, Benjamin Raymond, co-founder of the British 
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National Action (NA), recruited Azov leader Denis Nikitin to provide NA members with 
training in hand-to-hand combat. Raymond often attributes much of his thinking to 
Nikitin’s brand of nationalism, which is overtly violent.153 Nikitin is well known in neo-
Nazi, football hooligan, and street brawling scenes as a fearless, unabashed neo-Nazi, street 
fighter who enthusiastically dons metal-fortified gloves and happily wades into battle.154 
In 2015, NA teamed up with Azov members for the White Man March in England. This 
cooperation was an important milestone and touches on the wide European acceptance of 
blood and soil as a philosophy.155 It was no secret to the European community that Azov 
was a militia engaged in active combat in eastern Ukraine. For Azov, to be marching with 
NA showed solidarity for the cause of blood and soil and unity of European identitarians, 
not to mention made a statement of resolve and dedication to NA’s cause in England.156 
Later, in 2016, Raymond affirmed the nature of the Azov–NA march when, during an 
interview, he described NA as a “modern militant” organization.157 He stated that NA was 
created to “defend white civilization” in Europe.158 Raymond’s work did not go unnoticed; 
the Terrorism Research Initiative writes that NA has worked to “channel hatred and 
rage.”159 NA is brazen in its acceptance and use of violence: “Only bullets will stop us.”160 
By December 2016, however, NA was banned in the UK, having been linked to at least 
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one murder and dozens of cases of threats and intimidation against immigrants and 
politicians.161  
To the identitarian embracing the concept of blood and soil, the war against 
immigrants and foreigners is akin to fending off an invading army. In his manifesto titled 
The Great Replacement, Christchurch mass murderer Brenton Tarrant writes, “The 
invaders must be removed from European soil.”162 He dismisses the possibility of outsiders 
being European if they are not ethnically linked to the European continent. To Tarrant, the 
message is clear: invaders must be violently eradicated in the same way that Russian 
invaders have been confronted by such groups as the Azov Battalion. Whether identitarians 
use the phrase blood and soil or carnal homeland, the implication is an almost spiritual 
claim to the land—enough of a claim to defend it at all costs.  
C. ITALIAN FASCISM 
Unlike blood and soil or even metapolitics, which often emphasizes the survival of 
Europe, the fascist strain of identitarianism is very much driven by the survival of 
individual nations. The lens of identitarians in this strain of the movement are focused on 
the glory of their own nations, and not necessarily on the survival of Europe. As such, 
violence and the warrior culture are alive and well in this strain of identitarianism. For 
example, in Italy in 2003, a band of right-wing activists stormed an empty government 
building in Rome and declared it “the Italian Embassy” to a nation overrun by globalism.163 
These ideologues called themselves CasaPound Italia, and over the next 17 years, they 
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ushered in an era of neo-fascism.164 For example, CasaPound advocates for a strong central 
government dedicated to the success of the ethnically Italian people and strongly stands 
against personal individualism because it “leads to the disfigurement of peoples and 
culture.”165  
According to Zúquete, the Italian media have dubbed CasaPound “fascists of the 
third millennium,” and the group has “joyously embraced” the label.166 The label of fascism 
in Italy, where memories of World War II fascism is still fresh, should have been a death 
knell for CasaPound; however, the group has worked to differentiate itself from the bloody 
fascism of the past. From the beginning, CasaPound set itself and the idea of neo-fascism 
apart from the French and broader European right-wing movements. Perhaps the most 
significant feature is Italian neo-fascism’s primary emphasis: aggressive nationalism.167 
CasaPound, and other neo-fascist identitarians, feels that national interest and, by 
extension, survival are superior to the needs of an individual or the broader collective (all 
Europe, for example).168 Furthermore, in contrast to Faye, identitarian neo-fascism is not 
convinced that dedication to Europe is essential or even wise. Instead, it chooses to remain 
focused on nation-state identity and national interests.  
Identitarian neo-fascists resist multinational corporations, especially banks, and 
they are opposed to unified, supra-national organizations like the UN or European 
Union.169 Indeed, they are often called “ultra-nationalists,” and they show no real regard 
for the greater Europe, even as a bulwark of culture or whiteness, as seen in the European 
Lambda Movement. The symbol for CasaPound, for example, is a turtle, complete with 
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arrows facing inward, which signifies an end to chaos—and a resolute lack of interest in 
affairs outside of Italy.170  
Interestingly, monarchist movements can be found within the neo-fascist strain of 
identitarianism, especially in Italy. A modern romance with monarchies is especially 
noticeable in post-WWII fascist author Julius Evola’s writings, in which he refers to them 
as noble and the “pinnacle of a martially ordered political hierarchy.”171 In Italy, the 
Alleanza Monarchica (Monarchist Alliance) touts monarchy as “the only option that can 
work for the betterment of the Italian society.”172 While monarchism is not fascism, it is 
worthy of note because this small strain of monarchists in the identitarian movement also 
believes in promoting its nation above all others.173  
Gabriel Adinolfi, an exiled Italian nationalist, summarized identitarian neo-fascism 
as “a penetration of the social fabric . . . and a contamination” of the public conversation.174 
Similarly, Wolff describes the movement as more of a disruptive counter-culture, in the 
spirit of Gramsci, meaning it protests and organizes against governing bodies.175 The goal 
of identitarian neo-fascists is to achieve political clout, with which they mean to effect 
policy change by being openly and proudly fascist. The pursuit of political capital may be 
seen in controversial stances taken by Italian identitarian neo-fascists. For example, in early 
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2019, CasaPound and Forza Nuova (New Force), another Italian neo-fascist group, 
launched a massive protest in response to the rehoming of a small group of Roma.176 
Activists burned cars, blocked roads, and filled the streets with ethnic Italians. In the end, 
the city government capitulated and sent the refugees to a different location—still in Italy, 
but not where they were intended to stay.177  
Members of CasaPound and Forza Nuova are often seen with neo-Nazis, giving the 
“Roman salute” (also known as the Nazi salute) or un-ironically posing with neo-Nazi 
memorabilia.178 The seemingly purposeful alliance between Italian neo-fascists and neo-
Nazis could be a lingering ghost of Italy’s decisions in WWII. Mussolini’s alliance with 
Nazi Germany in WWII, as Palazzetti has theorized, could have been to ensure Italy 
remained intact and was not reduced to rubble.179 At that time, according to Palazzetti, the 
alliance between Germany and Italy might have been a result of Britain and France’s 
hostility.180 Today, the coalescence of neo-Nazis and Italian neo-fascist identitarians may 
indeed be a response to the globalism taking over broader Europe. Thus, the alliance is, 
once again, a function of survival.  
Examples of identitarian neo-fascist ideology have emerged in several countries 
across Europe well beyond Italy. One is Ľudová strana Naše Slovensko (People’s Party of 
Slovakia; LSNS), founded by Marian Kotleba. Its policies include “political independence” 
and “economic self-sufficiency” as well as a series of social recommendations including 
eliminating the LGBT movement, subsidizing high-fertility families, and establishing a 
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militia-style police force.181 The LSNS earned its neo-fascist label primarily due to the 
group’s desire to consolidate power within Slovakia and transition to a fascist 
government—but also due to Kotleba’s ties to, and public praise of, fascist icons like Jozef 
Tiso.182 The LSNS is anti-Israel, anti-United States, and very anti-immigrant.183 For 
example, in 2016, an LSNS campaign for political office included promises to build a 
special unit to “fight Gypsy terror” and the slogan “Slovakia is not Africa.”184 Kotleba was 
elected to two political offices before being defeated in his bid to be president.  
Similarly, in Greece, another country with a fascist legacy within living memory—
much of it unpleasant—identitarian neo-fascism is evident in Golden Dawn, once a 
successful political party. In 2012, Golden Dawn politicians gained 18 parliamentary seats 
and 7 percent of the vote nationally. This result was seen a watershed moment for 
identitarian neo-fascism as up to that point, openly neo-fascist groups in Greece existed 
only on the margins of political life. That same year, Golden Dawn’s leader declared, “The 
Europe of nations is back. . . . Greece is only the beginning.”185 Like the LSNS, Golden 
Dawn never backed down from neo-Nazi ideology or holocaust denial, nor did the group 
eschew violence.186 Moreover, like both the LSNS and CasaPound, Golden Dawn dressed 
up its fascist leanings as nationalism—with a goodly side of patriotism—making the whole 
illiberal platform more palatable for workaday Greeks. For example, Golden Dawn laid 
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blame on the Eurozone and European Union for the decade-old Greek financial crisis.187 
Despite efforts made by the Eurozone to prop up Greece’s failing economy, Golden Dawn 
illustrated that not only was the quality of life decreasing for Greeks, but the nation was 
hamstrung by Eurozone rules and its sovereignty was being stripped away.188 As a result 
of the failing economy and the feeling of a supra-national government dictating the 
country’s future, Golden Dawn rose to power primarily through the votes of the working 
class.189  
Nonetheless, Golden Dawn could not decouple violence from its movement. In 
2013, Golden Dawn members, including one local leader, killed a Pakistani man and a 
popular Greek rapper. By 2019, 68 members were on trial, and the party’s political 
aspirations had been destroyed.190 Golden Dawn failed to win even one seat in the Greek 
parliamentary elections in 2019.191 The Greek public was shocked by the murder of Pavlos 
Fyssas, the aforementioned rapper, and demonstrations were held in his honor.192 The 
murder of Fyssas and the ongoing trial of Golden Dawn leadership awakened the Greek 
population to the group’s ideological and criminal activities, and by the end of 2019, even 
the headquarters of Golden Dawn was nothing more than an abandoned building.193  
Other examples of openly neo-fascist groups and political parties are found in 
Germany, Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. In almost all cases, the groups allow neo-Nazi 
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iconography, salutes, and ideology. As such, violence is often seen at the street level with 
riots, assaults, and murders.194 
D. CONCLUSION 
Zúquete summarizes European identitarianism as a “rebellion against the backdrop 
of a once great civilization ravaged by . . . liberalism” and a foreign invasion.195 Faye adds 
to the thought of rebellion, declaring that liberalism may force the end of history and, thus, 
a battle must be fought.196 A culture of violence emerges from these various allusions to 
the glorious past, which is seen in each strain of European identitarianism. All three strains 
portray a strong desire to preserve history, culture, and—of course—ethnicity. There is a 
unique pride within the various strains of European identitarianism that revolves around 
Europe’s rich history, and regardless of approach to a world gone mad, each speaks with 
reverence and adoration of Europe’s past. The reverence for history serves two purposes. 
First, it provides a rationale for a worthy struggle in the spirit of the Lays of Ancient Rome, 
and second, it fills identitarians with the bravery needed to fight a war in which loss means 
their eradication.197  
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III. IDENTITARIANISM IN THE UNITED STATES: WHITE 
NATIONALISM, FASCISM, AND ACCELERATIONISM 
The purpose of this chapter is to explain how American identitarians view the world 
and react to it. In a similar fashion to the Europeans, American identitarians have built 
strains of the larger movement to answer the threats posed by replacement, globalism, and 
liberalism. Identitarianism in the United States comprises three strains: white-nationalism, 
neo-fascism, and accelerationism. While American-based identitarian strains owe 
something to European identitarian ideas such as replacement, the Southern Poverty Law 
Center has observed that U.S. identitarians “haven’t come close to matching the more 
dramatic [metapolitical] efforts of the Europeans.”198 Indeed, the identitarian movement in 
the United States is a story of ideological disunity, racism, and violence.199 Within the 
milieu, certain voices occasionally rise to the top and form new movements based on direct 
European collaboration or European identitarian ideas or, in some cases, create modern 
iterations of old U.S.-based movements. All of the U.S.-based identitarian movements have 
a history of racism and implied or actual violence, with one strain—accelerationism—the 
most violent of all.  
A. WHITE NATIONALISM  
White nationalism is a common euphemism for white supremacy, but this term also 
connotes an additional set of ideas about borders, culture, and tradition.200 Adherents to 
this strain of American identitarianism focus their lens on race and racial tension. Greg 
Johnson, for example, himself a white nationalist, defines the movement as the 
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acknowledgement that “white people have the right to sovereign homelands.”201 He adds 
that the primary concern should be the survival of the white race.202 Jared Taylor, another 
white nationalist author, chooses to define his doctrine as “race realism,” meaning white 
people must acknowledge that “race and racial conflict are at the heart of some of the most 
serious challenges in the western world.”203 Taylor admonishes further that “banding 
together along racial lines” will ultimately be more beneficial to white people than racial 
diversity.204 By any other name, these ideas are white nationalist. Richard Spencer, the 
founder of the “alt-right” in the United States defines white nationalism as a long-term goal 
to create a “new Roman Empire” where white skin would be the defining feature.205  
Another distinction is that today’s white nationalist groups have different looks, 
tactics, and public images from their overtly racist predecessors, namely the Ku Klux 
Klan.206 The modern white nationalist adopts what Mother Jones journalist Josh Harkinson 
refers to as the outward appearance of a “well-dressed former football player with prom-
king good looks” instead of the blatantly anti-Semitic, Swastika-flag-waving actions 
typical of the FolksFront or National Socialist Movement.207 The modern white nationalist 
does not use overtly racist language but rather sounds rational and educated—often plying 
philosophical and pseudo-scientific terms, as well as some heavily skewed statistics, to 
condemn Jews and degrade minority populations. In this regard, Harkinson describes 
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modern white nationalists as “academic racists.”208 The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 
adds that this veneer of scholarly sophistication allows white supremacists to spread their 
ideology of “preserving white culture,” a theme featured very prominently on Jared 
Taylor’s American Renaissance.209 The fancy words appeal more broadly to right-leaning 
ideologues despite their superficial neutrality. Indeed, in 2005, Taylor was identified as not 
only the “country’s leading white supremacist” but also “the cultivated, cosmopolitan face 
of white supremacy.”210 
Beyond the common goal of securing a future for the white race, however, white 
nationalists are diverse in many ways including tactics, public appearance, and view of 
future governance.211 Three of the most prominent white nationalist organizations in the 
United States—American Identity Movement (AIM), Patriot Front, and Revolt Through 
Tradition (RTT)—exemplify the differing tactics employed in the pursuit of white 
nationalism. While AIM focuses on metapolitics, Patriot Front adopts an openly aggressive 
fascist ideology, and its counterpart, RTT, adopts a latent neo-fascist ideology based on 
violence and cultural hegemony.212  
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B. PATRIOT FRONT: OPENLY FASCIST  
Patriot Front was called “the most active white supremacist group in the nation” by 
ProPublica in 2019.213 It was founded in 2017 by Thomas Rousseau, the former 
information technology expert for the now dissolved Vanguard America.214 Rousseau 
admitted he chose the name Patriot Front for two reasons: to appeal to non-radicalized 
“fence sitters”—those considering white nationalism but not yet confident with the 
choice—and to attract right-wing Americans seeking a patriotic outlet.215 Patriot Front’s 
goals are to replace American democracy with neo-fascism—the fasces appears 
prominently on the group’s red, white, and blue flag—as affirmed in its programmatic 
slogan, “return to the traditions and virtues of our forefathers.”216 Patriot Front is also anti-
Semitic, claiming that the nation’s “interests have been sold to the international Zionist 
mob.”217 
From the beginning, Patriot Front’s tactics have been aggressive, ranging from 
military-style marches through Washington, DC, to public confrontations.218 In addition, 
several members have been criminally investigated for crimes running the gamut from 
threats to assaults. For example, in 2017, several members gathered at a bookstore in 
Houston, Texas, to confront an anarchist author. Witnesses stated they heard the members 
yelling “blood and soil” and saw one member throw a “smoke bomb.”219 The leader of the 
event, William Fears, was not arrested that day. One month later, Fears, his brother, and a 
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third man named Tyler Tenbrink attended a rally in Florida where the keynote speaker was 
well-known white nationalist Richard Spencer.220 After attending the speech, the Fears 
brothers and Tenbrink started a confrontation with protesters who opposed Spencer’s 
speech. During the altercation, Tyler Tenbrink fired a shot at the protesters, missing 
them.221 Once again, William Fears avoided criminal charges for the incident.222 In 2019, 
however, he was finally arrested and sentenced to five years in prison for domestic violence 
and illegally possessing firearms.223 Another Patriot Front member was arrested in 2018 
for illegally possessing firearms, threatening a judge, and posting anti-Semitic flyers by a 
Jewish school in Illinois.224 Finally, in 2020, Patriot Front member Joffre James Cross III 
pled guilty to possessing illegal firearms in Texas.225 Cross’ social media account contained 
images of Nazi paraphernalia and anti-Semitic content.226 Despite the arrests and public 
attention, Patriot Front continues its flyer campaigns across the United States, and members 
recently traveled to Europe, establishing ties with white nationalist groups in Poland and 
Italy—where they trained with CasaPound—as well as Germany and several others 
countries.227  
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C. REVOLT THROUGH TRADITION: LATENT NEO-FASCISM  
RTT is a mixture of white nationalism, violence, neo-fascism, and resistance to the 
modern world. Similar to Patriot Front, RTT does not believe in democratic institutions but 
instead strives for a “spiritual,” yet fascist, cultural hegemony.228 As Wilhelm explains, 
RTT rejects the “old fascism” and strives for “the idea of . . . Super Fascist,” which the 
group defines as a combination of what was good with the old fascism and “new strategies, 
modern aesthetics, and new ideas . . . in the spirit of Guillaume Faye.”229 RTT sets itself 
apart from other American identitarians with its open devotion to a culture of violence and 
a religious-like adherence to the philosophies of Julius Evola, who has become the group’s 
“guiding light.”230 In fact, the very name of the organization is an allusion to Evola’s 
statement that “traditionalism is the most revolutionary ideology of our times.”231 Similar 
to Patriot Front, RTT seeks out and cultivates ties with white nationalist and neo-fascist 
groups in Europe including CasaPound in Italy, Azov/National Corps in Ukraine, and 
Serbian nationalists.232  
RTT’s history reveals the role of violence in its ideology. The group began as the 
Rise Above Movement (RAM) in southern California in 2017.233 Its founder, Robert 
Rundo, created RAM as a street fighting club designed to counter the aggression seen in 
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left-wing Antifa protesters around the country.234 As a result of its many violent assaults, 
such as in Charlottesville, Virginia, several RTT members, including Rundo, were arrested 
and charged by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 2018.235 In 2019, all charges were 
dismissed by a federal judge, but by that time, Rundo had changed tactics and decided to 
adopt a latent neo-fascist framework in RTT.236  
Despite claiming to have adopted metapolitics and openly shunning violence on the 
group’s webpage, Rundo cannot shed the culture of violence that he cultivated in RAM 
and carried into RTT. Rundo explains this culture of violence in 2020: “In this world as 
Nationalists, everyone is against us, the media, law enforcement” and elected officials.237 
RTT even uses Evola’s phrase “legionary spirit” to describe its group culture, defining it 
as “the attitude of somebody who chooses to live the hardest life. It means fighting even 
when you know you’ve lost the battle, and following the code that ‘loyalty is stronger than 
fire.’”238 RTT members are reminded to maintain a “warrior mindset, in the great war 
against modernism, nihilism,” or any other movement that threatens them or their 
culture.239 They are also encouraged to engage in combat sports because, “as a nationalist 
youth, you must be willing to fight for your ideals.”240 RTT carefully instructs adherents 
to avoid being aggressive brutes, adding that they should learn to be “cultured thugs.”241 A 
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cultured thug is defined as a nationalist who is taught to “be as strong as you are intelligent 
. . . brave as you are mindful, and virtuous as the heroes of the past.”242 Remarkably similar 
to European identitarians, RTT uses Titanomachy as well as Roman and Greek imagery 
and art on its webpage and blog. Again, this conceit appears to be an effort to evoke an 
honorable and epic struggle against a major force but also reveals that the movement was 
founded on a culture of violence.  
D. AMERICAN IDENTITY: AN ATTEMPT AT METAPOLITICS  
Unlike its fascist counterparts in RTT or Patriot Front, AIM has adopted American 
patriotic symbolism and French-like metapolitics in its approach to white nationalism. AIM 
was formed in 2019 after a series of disastrous events and decision-making in its parent 
group, Identity Evropa (IE).243 In 2017, IE was considered one of the most prominent white 
nationalist groups in the United States.244 However, the group was front-and-center in 
Charlottesville and, consequently, the subject of numerous lawsuits.245 Patrick Casey took 
control of the organization in 2019 and immediately dissolved it. Within a few days, he 
announced the formation of AIM. From the outset, it appeared Casey meant for AIM to be 
a wholly different organization from IE, yet the ADL has pointed out that AIM is the 
product of rebranding.246 Casey lists AIM’s worldview on its website: “nationalism, 
identitarianism, protectionism, non-interventionism, and populism.”247  
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AIM was created to “mainstream identitarianism” in the United States through 
metapolitics.248 Casey tried a metapolitical approach while in IE but found little success.249 
During that time, however, he learned from the National Front and Generation Identitaire 
in France.250 By the time he formed AIM, he had established a viable metapolitical 
platform. In his 2018 manifesto to other white nationalists in the United States, Casey cites 
Phillipe Vardon, a French nationalist politician, in calling for a new, inclusive approach to 
recruiting “disaffected white people.”251 Casey writes, “Ultimately, the question to ask is 
whether or not we want to have a movement that will create a better world for people of 
European heritage, or a small, insular club that allows alienated people to feel edgy, 
antinomian, and worthful.”252 In this vein, Casey does not want himself or AIM to be 
considered extremist. Rather, he chooses to create a sub-culture of white nationalism 
through internet memes, live-streamed vlogs, and political advice.253  
AIM also embraces several other planks found in European identitarianism such as 
replacement theory, globalism, and mass immigration. Casey affirms AIM’s adherence to 
great replacement theory: “Americans of European heritage are being demographically 
replaced as a result of mass immigration.”254 AIM is also opposed to globalism, which it 
considers “an ideology averse to borders, national sovereignty, and healthy values.”255 
Additionally, AIM opposes mass immigration, “vilification of the white majority,” and 
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military intervention in foreign conflicts. Casey promotes the idea that the only solution to 
white America’s problems is a strict nationalist style of governance whereby politicians 
focus on the needs of white Americans first.256  
Since its founding, AIM has participated in, or staged, several rallies, primarily in 
the northeast.257 The white nationalist online publication Counter-Currents virtuously 
promotes AIM, writing that the group engages in “peaceful activism and community 
building.”258 AIM is responsible for posting massive banners on overpasses and buildings, 
also known as “banner drops,” in the United States, with phrases like “deport them all” and 
“this land is our land”—showing its disdain for not only immigrants but also non-whites.259 
In 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, AIM members held a banner drop at the 
California State Capitol in Sacramento with banners that read “Stop the Spread!” and “Stop 
Immigration.”260  
Casey’s popularity is increasing within the white nationalist community. In 2019, 
he was a guest speaker at the American Renaissance Conference, and based on the 
increasing popularity of AIM, the group now holds annual America First Political Action 
Committee conferences, coinciding with the national Conservative Political Action 
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Committee conference.261 It appears that banner drops and conferences are the way Casey 
expects to build the movement for white Americans. According to the ADL, Casey’s plan 
is working: in early 2020, white nationalist groups in the United States carried out 2,713 
sticker and flyer campaigns.262 Research shows, however, no known cases of AIM 
members being arrested for crimes of violence.  
E. SIEGE CULTURE AND ACCELERATIONISM: VIOLENCE IS THE 
ONLY WAY  
Of all the identitarian strains in the United States, accelerationism stands out as the 
most extreme and the most violent.263 Accelerationism is a socio-political theory based on 
the idea that the world is in irreversible decline and that certain violent acts will hasten the 
end of the current era.264 Recent examples of this desire to accelerate the end came during 
the early days of the Black Lives Matter protests linked to the death of George Floyd. In 
one instance, suspected white supremacist Telegram channels promoted the idea of killing 
protesters as a means of starting a race war.265 In a second case, a man initially known only 
as “umbrella man” was filmed smashing windows and encouraging rioters to set fire to an 
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AutoZone store.266 He was eventually identified by law enforcement as being a member of 
the white nationalist group Aryan Cowboys.267  
The general history of accelerationism outside of the identitarian movement 
includes elements of Marxism, anti-capitalism, and the eradication of individual identity.268 
The right-wing, identitarian version of accelerationism, however, is based on an American 
neo-Nazi named James Mason and, to a lesser extent, the writings of George Lincoln 
Rockwell. A recent analysis of accelerationism from the Foreign Policy Research Institute 
explains that accelerationists are “especially dangerous” because they believe an act of 
mass violence will usher their ultimate goal: the end of civilization and the rise of a white 
ethno-state.269  
The history of identitarian accelerationism begins in the late 1960s with a young 
James Mason. That year, he undertook a foiled attempt at a mass shooting in his school, 
arguably a precursor to his violent ideology.270 Mason was frustrated with “egalitarianism 
and multiculturalism” being forced on him by “problematic teachers and system 
bureaucrats.”271 He concluded that the only way out was to kill the teachers. Mason 
changed his mind when he met the president of the American Nazi Party, William Pierce.272 
Pierce’s organization provided a sense of belonging and, according to Mason, helped to 
direct his anger at left-leaning persons and institutions near his hometown.273 In the early 
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1970s, Mason was arrested and convicted for assaulting several black men.274 His 
incarceration only increased his violent tendencies. After leaving prison, Mason became 
infatuated with the philosophy of Charles Manson, to whom he wrote letters in hopes of 
finding a mentor.275 His desire for white supremacy, chaos, and murder—combined with 
Manson’s ideas of “Helter Skelter,” a race war—led Mason to start a monthly newsletter 
titled Siege.276  
Siege became Mason’s grand work and the foundation of modern accelerationism. 
Among other writings, Mason encourages terrorism “in a manner commensurate to 
Timothy McVeigh.”277 He writes that white revolutionaries “want to see crime and chaos 
rise to such a degree where the system becomes no longer viable and falls apart. . . . We 
want to hasten the death of the system, not postpone it.”278 Mason cites the Kali Yuga, an 
apocalyptic Hindu belief, when he writes, “This present . . . Kali Yuga time frame is pre-
ordained” to eliminate “undesirable elements.”279 Furthermore, Mason sees his 
responsibility as one of “accelerating onward to the abyss.”280 In 1993, Mason gathered all 
of the newsletters into a book he titled Siege, which circulated in neo-Nazi circles for 
several years but gained little attention. In 2015, Mason and members of online neo-Nazi 
forum IronMarch republished the book, and this time, it gained notoriety among American 
neo-Nazis.281  
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Mason’s writing reveals the core aspects of siege philosophy, the creation of Siege 
Culture, and the foundations of accelerationism.282 The Counter Extremist Project defines 
Siege Culture as “a devotion of Mason’s calls for independent terror cells to carry out a 
race war.”283 Indeed, Mason has used his essays to illustrate all that is wrong with the 
moribund world and lead his adherents to believe that only a white revolution could save 
the white race.284 Siege Culture has become the full embodiment of Mason’s teachings, 
and accelerationism the vehicle through which his followers might bring on the race war.  
There are dozens, if not hundreds, of topics Mason focuses on in Siege as evidence 
of the world gone astray. Mason sees politics as a brutal art form requiring a person to 
abandon sentimentality and remove one’s opponent in the pursuit of power; he laments that 
no one embraces the needed brutality to eliminate an opponent.285 Eliminating political 
opponents is not the only thing on Mason’s mind. For example, he declares that all 
organized religion must be eradicated because it subjugates mankind by playing on man’s 
weaknesses and fears.286 Mason does not stop at eradicating organized religion; he also 
hammers society in general. For example, he pillories marriages of white Americans to 
African Americans, deeming the entire phenomenon of interracial marriage racial 
treason.287 Finally, Mason also uses Siege to promote anti-Semitism on a grand scale.288 
For example, he uses the term “Zionist occupied government” when discussing the U.S. 
government, he accuses Jews of enslaving whites with “debt and avarice,” and he proclaims 
Jews the enemy of white people.289 
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Siege provides a great deal of moral latitude to its readers, which lends itself to the 
idea of mass violence within the movement. Mason feels that morality in the common 
definition is something oppressive and needs to be eliminated from the “revolutionary.”290 
As such, adherents of accelerationism are encouraged to take action based on instinct and 
personal honor.291 He admits that behavior based on individual metrics of instinct and 
honor are indeed variable, but he adds that if a person is dedicated to the white revolution, 
he or she will know which actions to take and what things to avoid.292 Mason leads his 
readers to the conclusion that they are the revolutionaries who must “fan the flames” and 
begin the “revolution to smash the system.”293 They must reject their current way of life, 
accept the lifestyle of a militant, and move quickly against an invariably corrupt, non-white 
system.294 
Deep within Siege Culture, and featured prominently in accelerationism, is a fierce 
devotion to the occult and a lionization of Satan. Mason himself openly advocated Satan 
worship, even seeking out and obtaining copies of Black Mass and a personally inscribed 
copy of the Satanic Bible, both by famous Satan worshipper Anton LaVey.295 Following 
LaVey’s thoughts on Satan, Mason maintained that because God represents “weakness 
[subjugation] and suicide [crucifixion of Christ] . . . Satan must represent strength and 
vitality.”296 Even though Mason eventually distanced himself from LaVey for being “a 
Jew,” Mason never denied his adoration of Satanism or the occult.297 Invoking the name 
of Satan is common on the Siege-inspired blog SiegeKultur, where writers describe the 
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need to have a “Satanic will,” openly embrace the label of “Satanic” to push their message, 
and position Satan as the antithesis of a world devoid of hope and order.298  
Siege Culture and accelerationism have found their first real-world manifestations 
in 2017 with Ryan and Vincent Snyder, brothers and members of a newly formed Siege-
inspired group, the Atomwaffen Division (AWD).299 The Snyder brothers met with Mason 
and together set out to spread Siege Culture.”300 The brothers define Siege Culture as the 
conscious removal of oneself from “the system.”301 To them, it is a devotion to the ideas 
of equilibrium, meaning the “rightful ascension” of the white race” through a violent 
revolution.302 The Snyders see the American government as systemically corrupt, and in 
need of destruction. They, and many others who have followed, adopted the accelerationist 
theory that they should promote and carry out the most chaotic actions to collapse the 
system, thus ushering in a race revolution.303 They would work to see Mason’s white 
revolution come to fruition, knowing full well the cost would be brutal. 
Using Siege as its instruction manual, the AWD became the flagship for an entire 
accelerationist movement that quickly spread around the world. Adherents of this ideology 
have set themselves apart as a “very fanatical, ideological band of comrades,” who spread 
“awareness . . . through unconventional means.”304 In the span of four years, 2016–2020, 
the AWD directly assisted in, or inspired the creation of multiple Siege-based groups online 
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and in the real world. For example, according to the German magazine Der Spiegel, in 
2017, the AWD created a cell in Germany.305 In 2018, the Estonian-based Feuerkrieg 
Division (FKD) announced its formation as a European Siege-oriented neo-Nazi group. 
The FKD attributed its creation to the AWD and Mason.306 Also in 2018, the Sonnenkrieg 
Division (SKD) was formed in the United Kingdom by two white British men.307 Like the 
AWD and FKD, Sonnenkrieg used neo-Nazi and Siege symbols, language, and 
iconography, and paid homage to the AWD.308 In the United States, AWD members 
assisted in the creation of The Base.309 Within months of its arrival on the Siege scene, the 
group established cells in Maryland, Michigan, Georgia, and Wisconsin.310 The Base also 
created at least one training camp in Georgia, purchased land in Washington, and secured 
a safe-house in Delaware.311  
F. CONCLUSION 
While based on the same core ideological elements and entrenched against the same 
enemies, identitarianism in the United States is much more volatile and unstable than in 
Europe. Additionally, American identitarian groups are linked to violence at all levels and 
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seem to view violence as axiomatic in the movement. Indeed, groups like RTT, the AWD, 
even Patriot Front revel in violence and purposefully build a culture of violence around 
their strains of identitarianism to motivate adherents to commit violent acts. The epitome 
of violence is indeed the accelerationist strain, which is a wholly U.S.-created 
manifestation that offers little hope other than an eventual rise from the ashes.  
In another stark contrast with their European counterparts, American identitarians 
do not focus on national history aside from allusions to demographics. Instead, identitarians 
in the United States tend to focus on their “European heritage,” which often acts as a 
euphemism for the white race. Taylor summarized the infatuation with European heritage 
in 2014 when he said America was “founded by [European] men. . . . Their religion, culture, 
institutions were all European.”312 Duchesne, then, explains the crisis of American 
identitarians: “If Western nations are to live up to their ideas of civic citizenship they must 
relinquish any sense of European peoplehood.”313 Thus, in the United States, the 
identitarian fight against globalism, liberalism, and replacement is more a fight against 
ethnic eradication than it is a fight to hold on to any regional history or culture.  
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IV. THE LENS OF VIOLENCE 
This chapter details the role of violence in the overall identitarian movement. The 
previous chapters revealed that identitarians see the world through a series of lenses, most 
of which show they are in the midst of an existential crisis. The threats they perceive lead 
to the universally shared notion that identitarians must defend their culture, race, and 
indeed their very existence from the threats posed by globalism, liberalism, and 
replacement. From that notion of defending their existence, identitarians have created a 
culture of violence based on ancient heroes, stories of epic battles, and modern calls to 
literally defend themselves. The identitarian culture of violence exists not only in the real 
world through a unique lexicon and violent actions but also in and through a transcendent 
spirit passed on to them from each other and from heroes of old. There is no compromise 
in the identitarian quest for survival, and there is no room to celebrate political or social 
victories. The mission identitarians have been called to is one of survival, and the mission 
can only be accomplished through total dedication and will to do whatever is needed in the 
defense of their culture, history, race, and even lives.  
A. A CULTURE OF VIOLENCE  
The basis of the identitarian view of violence as necessary and perhaps welcome is 
what Evola has characterized the spiritual call to the warrior.314 Identitarianism is suffused 
with iconography, stories, and symbols of war and struggle, such as Leonidas and his 300 
Spartans.315 Such violence and struggle are desirable as they are meant to purify and reset 
the balance of forces currently arrayed against the identitarians’ utopian community. As 
one right-wing author poses it, “The trend here is not towards reason, but towards nature, 
transcendence—the diagnosis of a world conceived in error and rectifiable only with a 
great Promethean fire.”316 Even the phrase “Promethean fire” has a double meaning in the 
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identitarian world; it simultaneously alludes to an awaking to knowledge and a cleansing 
by fire. Other deities may be involved in the rhetoric as well. Evola writes that “men of 
tradition” see the world as it is: “a perennial struggle between metaphysical powers, 
between the Uranian forces of light and order, on the one hand and telluric, dark forces of 
chaos and matter on the other.”317  
While the term struggle has many meanings, some of which do not necessarily 
entail physical violence, identitarians understand it as a fight, often for their own survival. 
For example, Markus Willinger’s 2012 manifesto, “Generation Identity,” concludes with 
the warning “Don’t deceive yourselves: this is not a manifesto, it’s a declaration of war.”318 
Faye feels similarly, writing “Europe is at War” in his book Why We Fight.319 In the same 
vein, Mason makes dozens of references to the necessity of terrorism, murder, and chaos 
in the project of securing and advancing the cause of whites, warning dramatically that “a 
massive Viking Berserker rage is about to explode and consume the enemy in blood.”320 
The idea of constant war and being on the edge of extinction gives way to a culture 
built largely on stories of survival, heroes, epic battles, and legendary imagery. For 
example, in Karlsruhe, Germany, Identitäre Bewegung erected statues of Greek Hoplites 
as a reminder that “Europe succeeded once in defeating the invader,” and Europeans could 
do it again.321 Identitarians in Austria developed an award called the Prince Eugene Prize, 
named after Prince Eugene of Savoy, who among other things led successful campaigns 
against the Turks.322 The prize goes to an identitarian who proves worthy of the cause 
through some act that benefits the movement. Additionally, identitarians frequently pay 
homage to great historical conflicts like the battle of Portiers or Lepanto, often naming 
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social media pages after them or adding allusions to them on their banners or clothing.323 
Flags, names, Roman history, Greek history, and Pantheons of various origins fill books, 
social media pages, and speeches of identitarians from Russia to San Diego.  
Amid this rhetoric and the symbols that go with it, an identitarian should feel 
empowered by the spirits of past warriors to press forward in his or her literal and often 
physical struggle against all enemies. Indeed, an identitarian swept up in this pantheon of 
heroes and conflict may feel kinship with one’s heroes and attempt to conform to the 
architype established by Horatius or Leonidas. Fear has no place in this culture or in the 
larger struggle. As white nationalist author Karadza declares, fear would have led Sparta 
and Athens to surrender to Persia and perhaps watch as Greece was reduced to ashes or 
subjected to harsh rule.324 Thus, just as the legend of the 300 Spartans shows the strength 
of past warriors, it also inspires the modern identitarian to victory—as evidenced by the 
European Lambda flag.  
B. LEADERSHIP’S VIEWS ON VIOLENCE  
Leading figures in the identitarian movement take confusingly different positions 
on violence. Some publicly distance themselves from violence and terrorism while others 
embrace it. Still others seem utterly dispassionate. On the side of condemning violence, 
Martin Sellner once said the goal of the identitarian movement was to be “meaningful and 
positive”—a bulwark against what he called “the devil’s circle of violence” and “beyond 
the senseless violence and ideological madness” seen in other movements.325 During an 
interview in 2019, Sellner reiterated that violence was not the proper way forward, and he 
refuted claims that he and Christchurch shooter Brenton Tarrant come from the same 
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ideology, adding that Tarrant was “misled and misguided.”326 Hunter Wallace, a self-
proclaimed “pro-white” American identitarian blogger, echoes Sellner’s thoughts, writing 
that mass shooters like Dylann Roof and Brendon Tarrant are “ideological fantasists” who 
only carry out their mass murders to satisfy a personal urge to kill.327  
Even Evola, who has relentlessly focused on the warrior spirit, condemns violence 
against “politically different thinking people.”328 In fact, Evola sees violence ultimately as 
a failure of leadership and a sign of weakness.329 To Evola, weakness in the movement has 
led older fascists to desperation, which in turn has “led them . . . to resort to brutal 
violence.”330 Finally, an outsider’s view on violence is worthy of note. While deeply 
critical of the Nouvelle Droite (ND), Tamir Bar-On has conceded on several occasions that 
the works of Alain de Benoist and ND were essentially “fascism without the violence.”331 
Mason would disagree with Sellner on the topic of violence. Siege and the larger 
accelerationist movement are, if nothing else, obsessed with death. In SiegeKultur is an 
essay titled “Helter Skelter,” a purposeful homage to Charles Manson and a reminder of 
the close ties between Mason and Manson.332 The author writes that had “open violence 
broken out . . . when white civilization was being overthrown by colords [sic], we [white 
Americans] would not be in the damnable mess that exists today.”333 The essay goes on to 
celebrate mass shooters as an unavoidable end to the madness of a miscegenated world.334 
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The essay appears to be a direct allusion to Le camp des saints (The Camp of Saints), a 
1973 French novel shared widely in white nationalist circles.335 The novel details the 
fictional overthrow of Europe by invading armies of immigrants.336 It weaves stories of 
politicians and activists who rush to the borders of Europe to help the waves of immigrants 
streaming from India, with the accounts of ethnic Europeans fleeing their cities and homes 
as though escaping an invading hoard.337 The novel is great replacement realized, albeit 
fictionally. Used as a reference point for the SiegeKultur essay, it harkens back as well to 
American Nazi Party leader George Lincoln Rockwell. In 1967, Rockwell wrote, “Only an 
attack” can save whites from Jews and minorities; the event must be “no half-hearted, 
Vietnam-style attack . . . but the old-fashioned kind in which our purpose is simple and 
direct: to annihilate the enemy [again, Jews and minorities]—to smash him, beat him down 
and exterminate him, until he is no longer a threat.”338  
Identitarian leaders are not unified on the topic of real-world violence, and their 
confusing positions leave a dangerous void in the movement. On the one side, there are 
countless allusions to battle, invasion, and replacement that build a level of anxiety in 
anyone who listens or reads identitarian literature. On the other side, leaders like Sellner 
talk about the movement as though eschewing violence is the accepted foundation of 
identitarianism. Within this milieu of contradictory statements and guidance, there is only 
one constant: the identitarian lexicon. The words, phrases, and symbols broadcast a clear 
and unambiguous message: White Europeans are being erased, so act accordingly. The 
action to be taken in response to such a dire message is left entirely up to each identitarian 
follower.  
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C. VIOLENCE FRAMEWORK  
When analyzing identitarian violence, it is vital to distinguish violence for personal 
reasons from teleological violence. For example, a criminal charge of domestic violence is 
violence for personal reasons, not violence to further the cause of identitarianism.339 In 
fact, partner violence for personal reasons is never acceptable in the identitarian movement 
because it distracts from the movement and removes the adherent from the larger, more 
important war against the real enemies. However, violence to further the identitarian cause 
may be deemed honorable and necessary.  
Some identitarians see violence as what Fiske and Rai regard a moral obligation.340 
The authors view morality as the desire to “maintain the prevailing social order,” which in 
the case of identitarians may be their perceived supremacy.341 Thomas Sheehan agrees with 
the concept of moral violence but divides the obligation further.342 He provides three 
specific justifications for violence among right-wing ideologues: self-defense—meaning a 
resistance against the unnatural; therapeutic violence—meaning a restoration of the 
essential; and finally maieutic violence—meaning violence that helps bring about the 
natural and essential.343  
As a side note, while Fiske and Rai argue that dehumanization and empathy deficits 
are indeed part of the violence framework generally speaking, they seem to hold less 
importance in the identitarian world than does the simple obligation to fight.344 For 
example, while arguments of race and ethnicity abound in many identitarian circles, the 
one thing uncertain is the extent of openly racially motivated violence. The best example 
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of latent racial motives is found in Patrick Crusius’s manifesto, which attempts to establish 
that his attack on Hispanic people was not based on racism but rather on the survival of 
ethnic (white) Americans.345 The lens of violence, so to speak, was adjusted to further this 
cause over psychopathy, or naked racism. This detail is important because violence in 
furtherance of an openly racist motive is likely easier to detect than violence begat by latent 
motivations.  
Many of the strains of identitarianism fit neatly into Sheehan’s framework of 
violence for self-defense, therapeutic, and maieutic reasons. For example in terms of self-
defense, RTT encourages its followers to “adopt the warrior spirit” and to learn martial arts 
for physical self-defense; such training also serves in defense of their European heritage.346 
To these ends, Robert Rundo, RTT’s founder, has suggested nationalists should train in 
“boxing, MMA, jiu-jitsu” and other combat sports to increase discipline and to awaken the 
warrior spirit.347 RTT blogger Sean Perth writes, “One who has the mindset of a warrior 
will actively fight against modernity in whatever way will help him achieve the culture he 
wishes to protect.”348 Indeed, Robert Rundo created RTT’s predecessor, RAM, based on 
the idea that white society needed a literal defense from Antifa and, of course, Muslim 
refugees and Jews.349  
Patriot Front’s manifesto makes it clear the group’s mission is to restore the 
“traditions and virtues of our forefathers.”350 It takes a therapeutic view of the identitarian 
struggle in that what it perceives was lost can be restored through its actions. Nothing in 
the Patriot Front literature suggests it aims to defend anything other than perhaps members’ 
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own lives. In fact, the group’s webpage contains several statements indicating the current 
system of national governance is a failure and must be replaced with its own form of 
fascism.351 Replacing the current government obviously includes a racial element in that 
mass immigration is seen as part of the government’s overall failure.  
Similarly, the history of the Azov Battalion aims for a restoration, not only of 
Ukrainian lands taken by Russian aggression but also of European supremacy world-
wide.352 In 2010, Azov co-founder Andriy Biletsky allegedly said that the mission of 
Ukraine was to “lead the white races of the world in a final crusade . . . against Semite-led 
Untermenschen.”353 When given an opportunity to clarify Biletsky’s statement, Azov 
Battalion spokesperson Stepan Holovko said, “White people means Europeans. . . . We are 
referring to a literal crusade, about getting people together to fight. It is about returning 
leadership to Europe.”354 
The accelerationist strain of identitarianism is the only strain that wholly accepts 
the maieutic lens of violence. Adherents of this strain find comfort in violence, which 
directly correlates with their feeling that society is already in the final stages of its demise: 
the Kali Yuga. It so happens that George Lincoln Rockwell felt society’s demise was 
imminent in 1965; the Kali Yuga has indefinite stamina.355 An Atomwaffen manifesto 
published on Telegram in 2020 stated, “The game will only change once the rule of law 
and order is rendered futile in the face of revolt.”356 AWD furthers its devotion to the Kali 
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Yuga belief in the final words of its manifesto: “The system is in free fall, the machine is 
already in overdrive. All you have to do is let go.”357  
Ultimately, accelerationists have two choices: “total attack” or complete 
withdrawal.358 As a Siege commentator under the pseudonym À Rebours (Against Nature) 
writes in his essay, the goal of total attack is to force the “bourgeois targets into 
submission.”359 Withdrawal, on the other hand, allows the “solitary soldier” to be the 
“quintessential sorcerer/worker of evil,” armed with “imagination concentration, and a 
satanic will.”360 À Rebours openly advocates for lone wolf attackers, all the while covering 
his tracks with lofty language. He ends his chthonic essay by wishing the reader “Good 
Hunting” and “Hail Satan.”361  
D. VIOLENCE IN THEIR OWN WORDS: AN ANALYSIS OF MANIFESTOS 
The following section analyzes five manifestos written by identitarian mass 
murderers. They illustrate how the lenses built and focused by identitarians combine with 
the culture of violence to produce real-world death and mayhem. The manifestos also paint 
an informative narrative detailing how identitarian mass killers walked themselves along 
the pathway to violence based on their own research, understanding, and conclusions. 
Finally, the manifestos begin to build a set of common markers among the killers. The 
markers established in the manifestos are important touchpoints for law enforcement and 
the intelligence community to better understand and train on how to recognize future 
identitarian mass murderers.  
1. Anders Behring Breivik 
On July 22, 2011, Norwegian citizen Anders Breivik launched a two-pronged attack 
in Oslo, killing 77 people. He first detonated a vehicle-borne improvised explosive device 
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in Oslo’s densely occupied financial district, killing eight. Breivik then dressed as a police 
officer and opened fire at a youth camp, killing 69, mostly teenagers.362 A few hours before 
the attack, Breivik distributed his manifesto, titled 2083—A European Declaration of 
Independence, to at least 5,700 people.363 The manifesto covered his observations of a 
declining Europe, provided his plan for saving Europe, and laid out several options for 
future white ethno-nationalist killers. In all, the 1,515-page manifesto comprised what 
Breivik described as his own observations, statistics to prove his points, and “the 
compilation of works from courageous individuals thorough out the world.”364 
Breivik’s manifesto contains specific identitarian causes that reveal how he sees the 
world. He focuses on great replacement, globalism, and multiculturalism as well as sub-
ideologies such as feminism, blaming them for the deteriorating conditions among 
Europeans. Breivik’s emphasis on birthrates reveals an obsession with replacement and 
mass immigration—and a world of persistent threats in which he is part of a disappearing 
ethnic group. He appears to feel trapped in a hopeless situation; thus, violence is the only 
logical step. Breivik’s views on violence align with the concept of restoration, so they fall 
under Sheehan’s category of therapeutic violence. His vision of the world after the war is 
one in which Europe is secure with fascism, including a military charged with hunting 
down and executing traitors to Europe.365 
Breivik’s manifesto covers dozens of different topics, but in the aggregate, they fall 
into already familiar identitarian categories: globalism, white European replacement, and 
violence. He spends several hundred pages on each of these three topics, often breaking 
them into smaller categories such as feminism, multiculturalism, and what he terms the 
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“Islamic colonialization of Europe.”366 Notably, Breivik is especially obsessed with the 
connection between Islam and replacement.  
Early in his manifesto, Breivik names Islam as Europe’s third-greatest enemy—
alongside a biased media and the European Union.367 At one point, he writes that mass 
migration of Muslims should be considered “demographic warfare.”368 While Breivik 
admits that immigration is necessary and ultimately useful to nations, mass immigration, 
specifically of Muslims, is national and cultural suicide.369 Later in the manifesto, he opines 
that evidence uncovered in the United Kingdom points to a conspiracy to destroy European 
culture and identity: “It [mass immigration] was to destroy Britain’s identity and transform 
it into a multicultural society where British attributes would have no greater status than any 
other country’s.”370  
Breivik seems preoccupied with birth rates, their correlation to declining European 
populations, and in this broader context, globalism’s impact on European women. His 
words couch feminism and multiculturalism as products of globalism, though at times he 
uses the words interchangeably. Highlighting several times that immigrants tend to have 
higher birth rates than indigenous white/European populations, Breivik equates the birth 
rate differential with the replacement of white Europeans. 371 At one point, he even 
theorizes that a slow-down or halt in Islamic terrorism might indicate a shift in Islamic 
extremist tactics, “perhaps indicating a long-term approach that would allow Muslim 
immigration and higher birth rates to bring Islam closer to victory.”372 In other words, 
instead of violence, Islam might conquer Europe through childbirth.  
Further into his analysis, Breivik cites declining birth rates in the United States, 
Canada, and several European countries as an indicator that white European people are 
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willingly destroying themselves and their culture.373 In almost all of his analysis, he ties 
declining birthrates among white populations to feminism or globalism, again often using 
the terms interchangeably.374 He writes, “Social analysts pin it [declining birth rates] on 
some jumble of female education and fiscal autonomy, secularization, birth control, Sex 
and the City, a heightened desire for personal freedom. . . . In a hyper-individualistic, ultra-
commodified culture like ours, motherhood, for better and worse, is less a fact of life than 
just another lifestyle choice.”375 Further railing against “western feminism,” Breivik claims 
it not only is responsible for declining birth rates but also has directly contributed to mass 
rapes in Europe.376 According to Breivik, feminism has waged an “ideological, 
psychological, and economic war against European men” in an effort to be “free.”377 The 
weakened European man cannot defend his homeland or his women; thus, the invading 
“tribes” conquer unchallenged as well as rape and enslave with impunity.378 
Breivik never shies away from his personal mission and the spirit he hopes to imbue 
in his: “armed resistance.”379 He issues a call to arms to all “indigenous Europeans” to 
defend themselves against “cultural genocide” and literally engage in armed struggle, 
which he considers “the only rational approach.”380 He then outlines an 83-year plan to 
retake Europe with violence, outlining “military shock attacks . . . pan-European coups . . . 
and execution of cultural Marxists” as reasonable tactics.381 The remainder of his manifesto 
is dedicated to instructing future militants in how to select targets, procure weapons, and 
carry out a war for the recovery and survival of Europe. 
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2. Dylann Roof  
On June 17, 2015, Dylann Roof, a white 21-year-old male, attended a bible study 
session at the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South 
Carolina.382 The church was known in the area for being “historically black,” meaning a 
large percentage of the attendees were African Americans. At one point, about an hour into 
the study group, he removed a pistol from his fanny pack and murdered nine parishioners. 
Roof fled the scene and was apprehended the next day.383 During the investigation, law 
enforcement located a webpage created by Roof titled “The Last Rhodesian,” an allusion 
to the former unrecognized African state of Rhodesia that was renamed Zimbabwe in 
1979.384 There, law enforcement located Roof’s manifesto, which detailed his frustration 
with white replacement and egalitarianism, his reflections on anti-Semitic conspiracies, 
and embrace of anti-black racism.385 
Dylann Roof’s manifesto is unique in that he does not use common identitarian 
language; however, he alludes to it consistently. For example, rather than stating 
replacement is a problem, he describes the conditions of white people abandoning cities, 
unspecified problems in Europe, and the failure of “melting pot” theory.386 Instead of 
condemning immigrants, as Breivik or other identitarians do, Roof attacks African 
Americans. Like Breivik, Roof also feels as though not enough is being done to defend the 
white race, and so he must take action.387 His use of violence does not aim to restore 
America to a previous era or even as a measure of self-defense; he wants to set a race war 
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in motion. Thus, within Sheehan’s model, Roof’s attack is maieutic in nature, and very 
possibly accelerationist.  
Roof writes that he was not fully “racially aware” growing up in the American 
South.388 He, of course, knew there were differences between white Americans and African 
Americans, but he clarifies that it was “superficial” at best, and had almost no meaning to 
him until 2012.389 That year, Roof read several accounts of the altercation between Trayvon 
Martin, a black youth in Florida, and George Zimmerman—an incident that resulted in 
Martin’s death.390 Roof determined that Zimmerman was legally “in the right,” and the 
media coverage and the national outrage confused Roof, which led him to investigate 
further.391 It was then that he discovered a database on “black on white crime” on a website 
he identified as the Council of Conservative Citizens. Roof declares in his manifesto, “At 
this moment I realized that something was very wrong.”392 
Roof reflects on his discovery that the concept of an American melting pot is really 
the replacement of white people.393 He laments the crisis of European replacement and 
declares Europe the “homeland of white people.”394 Later in the manifesto, Roof castigates 
white people for leaving the cities and fleeing to the suburbs to escape “ni**ers and other 
minorities,” lamenting that when white people leave urban areas, the areas are turned over 
to African Americans, and the white children left behind become victims.395 In this section, 
Roof first hints at his role in the ongoing conflict: “Who is fighting for these people? No 
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Roof spends a good deal of time disparaging African Americans and reflecting on 
how American society in general would be better without them.397 He also takes a swipe at 
egalitarianism, blaming it for the fall of segregation.398 According to Roof, segregation 
“was not a bad thing,” adding that the only thing integration accomplished was “bringing 
whites down to the level of brute animals.”399 Alluding to “Jewish control” of African 
Americans, Roof theorizes that Jews would not be so problematic if they could be 
decoupled from their “Jewish identity.”400 Finally, Roof demeans patriotism in the United 
States and complains that military veterans undeservingly feel entitled to better treatment. 
The solution, says Roof, is for veterans to start “protecting the white race and stop fighting 
for the Jews.”401 
At the end of his manifesto, Roof claims he has “no choice.”402 His decision to 
target Charleston for his attack came down to the city’s high ratio of “black to whites in 
the country.”403 Moreover, he reveals how disaffected he is with the white population 
overall for not taking action to defend itself. Unlike Breivik, Roof does not issue a grand 
appeal to other identitarians; he simply has decided that no one “was doing anything but 
talking on the internet,” so it was up to him to “take it to the real world.”404 
3. Brenton Tarrant 
On March 15, 2019, Australian citizen Brenton Tarrant attacked two Islamic sites 
in Christchurch, New Zealand, killing 51 people. Tarrant live-streamed the first few 
minutes of his two-pronged attack, beginning at a mosque where worshippers were at 
prayer. Tarrant gunned down the kneeling and the fleeing, relatively unopposed, killing 47. 











apprehended fleeing the second scene.405 In the months leading up to the killings, Tarrant 
had assembled a manifesto titled The Great Replacement.406 The manifesto was written in 
two parts: an introduction portion laying out his beliefs and a “Socratic” style portion in 
which an unidentified person poses questions about his beliefs and Tarrant responds about 
why he has carried out the attack. The manifesto includes common identitarian talking 
points such as replacement (as the title suggests), globalism, mass immigration, and anti-
Islamic sentiment.407 In contrast to Breivik’s manifesto, however, Tarrant adopts a clearly 
articulated slant toward accelerationism.  
Tarrant’s manifesto, like Breivik’s, focuses on great replacement, globalism, and 
mass immigration.408 Tarrant internalizes several events in Europe including an election 
and the murder of a young Swedish woman.409 In doing so, he sees these events as personal 
attacks and the world as an increasingly hostile environment to white Europeans. Like 
Breivik and Roof, Tarrant is disaffected with the weakened resolve of white Europeans to 
defend their race and culture, and he commits himself to being the person who “would do 
something about it.”410 His vision of the world, post–ethnic conflict, is one in which the 
white European takes control and rules with fascism.411 Tarrant’s strain of identitarianism 
aligns with accelerationism, as evident by the chapter named in its honor, as well as his 
frequent references to having lost hope in societal and political democratic structures.412 
His overall justification for violence falls into Sheehan’s arena of the maieutic.  
Similar to Breivik, Tarrant is obsessed with birthrates, which he links to 
replacement. On the first full page of text, he writes three times, “It’s the birthrates.”413 He 
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adds, “The birthrates must change . . . Even if we deport non-Europeans . . . the European 
people would still spiral into decay and death.”414 Tarrant goes on to write that European 
populations are increasing, but they are not increasing among (white) indigenous 
Europeans but rather among immigrants.415 Moreover, according to Tarrant, Europeans 
“are experiencing an invasion on a level never before seen in history. . . . The crisis of mass 
immigration and sub-replacement fertility is an assault on . . . European people” and must 
be combated.416 At the end of his first chapter, he closes thusly: “This is ethnic, cultural, 
and racial replacement. . . . This is white genocide.”417 As if to answer the question “What 
will you do about this?,” Tarrant paraphrases American white nationalist and terrorist 
David Lane: “We must ensure the existence of our people, and a future for white 
children.”418 
Similar to Breivik’s allusion to immigration problems in the United Kingdom, 
Tarrant refers to problems he had seen in Europe. Tarrant not only traveled to Europe and 
witnessed the issues in France, Portugal, and Spain but also paid close attention to news 
stories about European terrorist attacks and politics. Tarrant notes that he travelled through 
western Europe in 2017, writing that this was when he changed from feeling democratic 
solutions were viable to realizing that a “violent revolutionary solution [was] the only 
possible solution to the current crisis.”419 He writes that during his time in France, he was 
depressed and angered at seeing so few Ethnic French people walking on the streets and in 
the markets. Instead of French people, he saw invaders—immigrants—with large families 
taking up the space he felt should be for French people.420  
In addition to his travels, Tarrant internalized what he saw as the every-day war of 
European survival raging across Europe. He reflects that the death of Ebba Akerlund, a 
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Swedish girl killed in a 2017 terrorist attack in Stockholm, shattered his “jaded cynicism” 
and led him to the conclusion that “the invaders” were attacking “my people . . . my 
culture . . . my faith . . . and my soul.”421 He was also very attentive to the 2017 French 
elections, which he saw as a fight between the globalists and Europe. For context, Tarrant 
labeled candidate Marine Le Pen a “milquetoast, feckless, civic nationalist” and her 
opponent Emmanuel Macron a “globalist, capitalist, egalitarian.”422 Tarrant writes that he 
had hoped Le Pen would win but was ultimately disappointed and fell into “despair” when 
Macron won.423 Macron’s victory was yet another sign to Tarrant that democratic processes 
were unable to right the wrongs done to Europe by globalists. Upon seeing a cemetery in 
an unnamed French town, he became resolved to “commit to force. To commit to 
violence.”424 
Once Tarrant was resolved to violence, he meticulously planned his attack. In his 
manifesto, he provides several explanations for why he chose firearms as the method, 
Islamic sites as the targets, and New Zealand as the place. Tarrant chose the mosques 
because of their “foreign” architecture, the number of attendees, and an unexplained 
accusation that at least one of the mosques was linked to extremism.425 He clarifies that he 
chose New Zealand as his place of attack for the number of Muslim “invaders.”426  
Tarrant appears to have been an ardent student of accelerationist theory. The choice 
to use firearms as a tool was strategic and highlighted Tarrant’s accelerationist leanings. 
He writes that using guns might ignite a “cultural fracturing” in the United States and usher 
in an eventual worldwide conflagration.427 Specifically, Tarrant believed the American left 
would use his attack as motivation to seize firearms and eliminate the Second Amendment. 
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The American right would see the left’s moves as “an attack on their freedom and liberty” 
and respond, likely violently.428 The United States would descend into chaos and start a 
world-wide collapse of the current systems. In a possible allusion to the Kali Yuga, Tarrant 
explains that the end of the United States is already in progress, and electoral 
destabilization—mixed with what he describes as a race war—would complete the end and, 
in turn, start the global ethnic revolution.429 
Later in his manifesto, in a chapter titled “Destabilization and Accelerationism: 
Tactics for Victory,” Tarrant identifies stability and comfort as enemies of change and, 
thus, advocates for destabilization at all levels.430 He encourages his readers to purposefully 
seek out violent acts.431 Moreover, regarding democratic processes, he suggests political 
destabilization by selecting “radical candidates” who actually oppose identitarian ideology 
so as to promote agitation and anxiety in the population.432 Mixed in Tarrant’s 
accelerationist theories is his devotion to Oswald Mosley, a notorious former British 
politician and the founder of the British Union of Fascists.433 While he does not outright 
describe the style of governance he expects to see after the ethnic uprising, his references 
to Mosley, and his frequent references to European (white) leadership, reveal a devotion to 
fascism.  
4. John Earnest  
In March 2019, a suspicious fire was started at the Dar-ul-Arqam mosque in 
Escondido, California. Congregants who happened to be sleeping inside extinguished the 
flames before the fire caused severe damage.434 An unspecified yet reportedly bigoted 
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message was left near the scene of the fire, and investigators determined the fire had been 
set intentionally.435 No suspects were apprehended. On April 27, 2019, John Earnest 
opened fire in the Chabad of Poway synagogue with an AR-15 rifle, killing one person and 
injuring three.436 He fled the scene but turned himself in to law enforcement a few hours 
later. He confessed to the shooting as well as the arson attack at the mosque. In the days 
leading up to the attack, Earnest posted a manifesto online that he titled “An Open 
Letter.”437  
Earnest’s manifesto is the quintessential manuscript on identitarian self-defense. 
He identifies multiple threats to white Europeans including replacement, mass 
immigration, and the feeling of imminent extinction. In a similar fashion to Roof and 
Breivik, Earnest selects a minority group as the cause of all white Europeans’ problems: 
the Jews.438 His anti-Semitic views are found on each page, and almost every paragraph. 
He makes several references to defending the white race against the “tyrannical and 
genocidal Jew.”439 Under the specter of self-defense, Earnest proposed and indeed carried 
out his attack. Earnest’s manifesto falls perfectly in line with Sheehan’s grouping on self-
defense, and like Roof and Tarrant, Earnest leans into accelerationism.  
In his manifesto, Earnest details common elements of identitarianism including 
replacement, extensive anti-Semitism, and a perceived need to defend the white race.440 He 
devotes at least two paragraphs to Brenton Tarrant, calling Tarrant his inspiration and 
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lauding him for his bravery in defending the white race. Earnest quotes Tarrant’s 
question—“Why won’t somebody do something?”—calling it the “most powerful words 
in his [Tarrant’s] manifesto.”441  
Anti-Semitism occupies the most space in Earnest’s manifesto, with disparaging 
remarks about Jews on every page and in almost every paragraph. Earnest begins his 
manifesto by identifying himself as a “man of European Ancestry” and then launches into 
an anti-Semitic explanation for his actions.442 First, Earnest rhetorically asks, “What value 
does my life have . . . when compared to the entirety of the European race?”443 He then 
writes, “I will not sell my soul . . . as evil grows,” defining evil as the “international 
Jewry.”444 He blames Jews for carrying out a “meticulously planned” genocide and then 
credits them with mass immigration as a means of replacing ethnic Europeans. Building on 
this idea, Earnest explains that Jews were responsible for debt-based currency and usury, 
which he describes as an enslavement of Europeans. According to Earnest, Jews are also 
responsible for “cultural Marxism,” a direct reference to Breivik’s manifesto, which names 
cultural Marxists as one of the enemies of the European people.445 Other alleged sins of the 
so-called international Jewry include feminism, pornography, and communism.446 Earnest 
does not provide evidence that Jews are behind these societal ills; rather, he presents the 
information as though it were self-evident. His manifesto ends with a mixture of 
accelerationist language and a cryptic message to his followers: “The day of the rope is 
here right now.”447 The phrase “day of the rope” is an allusion to the 1978 novel The Turner 
Diaries by William Pierce. According to the book, “the day of rope” was a period when 
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the white characters in the book carried out a portion of their race war by lynching “race 
traitors” in California.448 
At one point in the manifesto, Earnest deviates from the patterns seen in the 
previous manifestos by quoting biblical passages and citing a conspiracy theory as part of 
his motivation to kill Jews. Earnest writes, “You are not forgotten Simon of Trent.”449 
Simon of Trent is an allusion to a 14th-century story of a toddler found brutalized and 
murdered in Trent in modern northern Italy. Simon, the child, was allegedly abducted and 
murdered by Jews in a ritual known as “blood libel.”450 The allegation of murder led to the 
arrest and execution of numerous Jewish men in the area, and as the story spread, so too 
did anti-Semitism across Europe.451 Earnest seized upon the story and must have assumed 
fellow identitarians would understand the reference and feel compelled to act.  
Later, Earnest uses a combination of New Testament scriptures as proof that 
Christians in general should be more aggressive toward Jews. He begins by citing the words 
of Pontius Pilate after condemning Jesus to the cross, as well as the mob’s response: “His 
blood be on us, and on our children.”452 He then quotes from the Gospel of John, the Epistle 
to the Thessalonians, and the Book of Revelations, each condemning Jews. Earnest posits 
that Christians are justified in killing Jews given the aforementioned scriptures: “It is 
unlawful [in Christianity] and cowardly to stand on the sidelines as the European people 
are genocided [sic] around you.” He maintains, “I did not want to have to kill Jews, but 
they have given us no other option.”453 
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Near the end of his manifesto, Earnest leans toward accelerationism when he 
explains the reason for choosing a firearm, as Tarrant had previously: to start an armed 
revolution in the United States. Earnest writes that the use of a firearm would prompt the 
government to confiscate guns, which would result in an all-out armed conflict, thus 
ushering in the war against the Jewish people. He closes his manifesto as follows: 
“Remember your honor white men.”454 
5. Patrick Crusius 
On August 3, 2019, Texas resident Patrick Crusius opened fire in the parking lot of 
an El Paso Walmart store. Crusius made his way into the store and walked aisle-by-aisle, 
firing on fleeing patrons.455 He killed 23 people, fled the scene, and surrendered to a nearby 
law enforcement officer.456 Hours before the killings, Crusius posted his manifesto online. 
Crusius, like Earnest, idolized Brenton Tarrant and devoted several lines of the manifesto 
to him, as well as naming Tarrant’s attack in Christchurch an inspiration.  
Crusius also wrote a manifesto justifying the need for self-defense of white people. 
He highlights the risk of ethnic and economic replacement, refers to immigrants as 
invaders, and like Tarrant, laments the impact that immigration and capitalism have had on 
the environment. Unlike the others, however, Crusius is only moderately interested in the 
global struggle of replacement through mass immigration. His focus is almost solely on 
defending white Americans.457 Crusius, like Roof and Earnest, selects a minority group to 
target: Hispanics. Crusius does not perceive any other solution to ethnic replacement than 
violence. He also feels average Americans are either too lazy or too ignorant of the pending 
doom to take action in their own defense. He makes the point several times, implicitly and 
explicitly, that someone has to defend America from the Hispanic invasion and declares he 
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is the one to do it. He justifies his violent act by writing it is not “an act of imperialism but 
an act of preservation.”458  
Crusius’s manifesto begins “In general, I support the Christchurch shooter. . . . This 
[the El Paso] attack is in response to the Hispanic invasion of Texas.”459 Crusius then 
directly attributes the attack to the “cultural and ethnic replacement . . . by an invasion” of 
Hispanic immigrants.460 Crusius writes two paragraphs detailing what he sees as political 
and economic replacement. From the political standpoint, he feels the American 
Democratic Party has intentionally implemented mass immigration as a strategy to build a 
life-long, dedicated Democratic voting bloc.461 If it were successful, Crusius opines, Texas 
would be a Democratic-run state and contribute on a national level to ensuring only 
Democratic presidential candidates won the White House.462  
Regarding economic replacement, Crusius again rails against immigration, but also 
automation. According to him, within the next two decades, half of all jobs will be 
automated, creating an overwhelming number of unemployed Americans.463 Allowing 
immigrants into the country only exacerbates the problem, from his perspective. He takes 
a line from Breivik’s and Tarrant’s manifestos and briefly mentions birthrates among the 
“invaders” as yet another aggravating factor to economic replacement.464 As he explains 
it, due to the high number of unemployed and the “millions of illegal and legal 
immigrants”—not to mention the high birthrates among them—the U.S. economy will 
falter, so the government will be forced to implement a universal basic income. At the same 
time, Crusius laments that Republicans and Democrats have filled not only low-skilled 
labor with immigrants but also higher skilled jobs though visa programs designed to benefit 
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corporations.465 Among this turmoil, white Americans are being forced into paying for 
useless college degrees just to stay employable. All of these factors lead Crusius to the 
conclusion that white Americans are being replaced at many levels.466  
Departing from Roof and Earnest, Crusius links immigrant birthrates with 
environmental damage, but he also rails against corporations and a wasteful American 
lifestyle in this connection.467 Specifically, according to Crusius, corporations increase the 
damage to the environment as they push for more mass immigration without considering 
the damage to the environment.468 As for the government, Crusius believes it is unwilling 
to curb environmental damage because politicians and policymakers are “owned by 
corporations.”469 Crusius sees only one way of dealing with environmental damage caused 
by mass immigration, corporations, and wasteful lifestyles: violence. He writes, “If we can 
get rid of enough people, then our way of life can become more sustainable.”470 
Before concluding the manifesto, Crusius briefly describes remigration as a 
possible solution to the ongoing replacement of white Americans. Remigration is the 
process of immigrants returning to their homeland through “legal, financial, and cultural 
measures.”471 Crusius writes that he was encouraged to learn that some Hispanic 
immigrants had indeed returned home on their own, but for those who did not, he theorized 
some manner of financial incentive might encourage more to leave the United States.472 He 
reasoned that if enough immigrants were to return to their homelands, the issues of 
political, ethnic, and economic problems, particularly for white Americans, would resolve 
themselves. Dolefully, however, he notes in the next paragraph, “Our European comrades 
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don’t have the gun rights needed to repel the millions of invaders,” indicating he had 
already decided on a course of action, and violence was a foregone conclusion.473  
Crusius ends his manifesto by declaring his generally disaffected feelings and a 
justification for violence. He writes, “I have been preparing for a future that currently 
doesn’t exist.”474 Lamenting the imminent Democrat take-over of Texas via Hispanic 
immigrants, and the hopeless state of life in America, he concludes, “Inaction is a choice. 
I can no longer bear the shame of inaction.”475 His final sentence is telling: “I am honored 
to head the fight to reclaim my country from destruction.”476  
E. CONCLUSION 
Clearly, each of the killers understood identitarian ideology, despite there being 
little evidence they had ever read Faye, Sellner, or even Mason. The most common theme 
throughout the manifestos is great replacement, followed by a level of hatred for a 
particular minority group. For Roof, it is African Americans; for Breivik and Tarrant, 
Muslims; for Earnest, Jews; and for Crusius, Hispanic people.477 Additionally, the other 
most prevailing theme is the feeling of impending doom each of them possesses. Reading 
their manifestos, one cannot shake the feeling that each of them felt the end was coming, 
the Kali Yuga as the accelerationists would say, and there was nothing that could be done 
to stave extinction, except to fight. Indeed, the feeling of doom is always coupled with the 
conclusion that they, the killers, are the only ones willing to answer the call in defense of 
their white European ethnicity and culture.  
Extrapolating out certain markers in the manifestos—for example, replacement, 
hatred of minority groups, feelings of inevitable doom, and self-aggrandizement—reveals 
a possible pathway to violence. Furthermore, combining these markers with the culture of 
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violence fostered at all levels of identitarianism reveals a prescription for inexorable 
violence, not just at the personal level but at the group level as well. Each of the mass 
killers mentioned in this thesis exemplify this theory. Using the markers of violence 
illustrated in this chapter, law enforcement and the intelligence community can build a list 
of indicators of violence and seek out those who appear on its pathway.  
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V. CONCLUSION: THE UNSPOKEN LENS OF VIOLENCE 
Identitarian leaders claim and indeed write extensively on the notion that the 
movement is essentially peaceful, yet violence persists in its words and ideas. In general, 
the body of work on identitarian violence seems to fall into two categories: complex and 
simple. The word complex in this context means multifaceted and not easily defined in one 
or two phrases. Simple in this context means that violence can be attributed to a simply 
defined motivation, like anti-Semitism. Moten’s 2018 thesis highlights the complex, 
attributing violence at the 2017 Unite the Right Rally to a lack of law enforcement 
oversight and the perceived need for marchers to defend themselves from counter-
protesters.478 Moten ultimately concludes that the local government’s lack of planning 
“contributed to the escalation of violence at the rally . . . [and] the violence was a factor of 
the poor preparation and implementation of efforts” by the City of Charlottesville and law 
enforcement.479 Similarly, Baldoza settles on a number of complex factors—including the 
perception of violence as the only way to express grievances, rather than the political 
system, as a tool for rapid change.480 Kimberly Owens adds to the complexity of the 
violence phenomenon by breaking down motivations of the group. Owens analyzed several 
groups, including the Aryan Brotherhood and Christian Identity, to accurately diagnose the 
reasons for violence, which range from money—extorted or gained through criminal 
enterprises—to “in-group” defense.481 
Meanwhile, Koehler defines violence from white nationalists and the alt-right 
movement as terrorism.482 Koehler concludes that such violence, like acts of terror, may 
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be a form of communication.483 He admits this theory is problematic because most right-
wing violence lacks a “sophisticated communication strategy.”484 In other words, the 
violence is meant to draw attention to a specific topic or perceived need, but white-
nationalist violence seems to be committed in a vacuum. Each of the researchers recognizes 
that identitarian violence cannot be attributed to a single, easily distinguishable element, 
for example, white supremacy or anti-immigrant sentiment. Rather, each writer offers a 
unique and deeper analysis of the reasons for violence and, in doing so, reveals the need 
for future researchers to explore the movements before diagnosing violence.  
Other researchers have focused on simpler motivations for violence including 
conspiracy theories, proto-fascism, and emasculation by women. For example, in an 
analysis of white supremacy by the Soufan Center, the authors hint at a core tenet of 
identitarianism—the great replacement—but dismiss it as an anti-Semitic conspiracy 
theory.485 The report defines great replacement theory as a “deliberate strategy of a 
shadowy cabal of Jewish elites” to shift European demographics.486 The authors loosely 
cite the architects of the great replacement, Renaud Camus and Madison Grant, but offer 
no further explanation of the theory or its link to violence other than anti-Semitic 
conspiracies.487 In a 2019 report published by the Hope Not Hate Charitable Trust, the great 
replacement is treated not only as a conspiracy theory but also as the primary motivation 
for identitarian violence.488 The authors link the great replacement to the attacks in 
Christchurch, El Paso, and Poway, showing this theory may demand more rigorous 
study.489 In a similar analysis linking conspiracy theories to identitarian violence, Summers 
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see them as “disposable utilities.”490 He draws links between pro-masculine movements 
and the involuntary celibate or “incel” culture, suggesting the violence may simply be 
hatred toward women.491 Summers also sees the violence perpetuated by alt-right street 
fighter groups, such as the Fraternal Order of the Alt-Knights and the Proud Boys, as 
extensions of proto-fascism.492  
Finally, an additional body of work attributes identitarian violence to racism. For 
purposes of this thesis, racism is a “simple” reason in the sense that it does not require the 
depth of research used by Moten, Owens, or Koehler. In fact, researchers like German and 
Mauleón state that racism is an axiomatic part of the far-right and necessary to promote 
“political, religious, and social goals,” with the Ku Klux Klan as an example.493 Similarly, 
Kuzmenko, a research analyst with Bellingcat, cites as evidence of racism Greg Johnson’s 
praise of the violent Ukrainian white nationalist group Azov for building an “alternate 
society,” stating its tactics should be used by “all white countries.”494 Finally, James 
Mason, the architect of the hyper-violent strain of identitarianism known as Siege Culture 
openly advocates in his book armed struggle and revolution as a means of defending the 
white race.495 Mason’s work is replete with racism; for example, he mocks the idea of racial 
equality and outright claims the holocaust was fabricated.496 Mason shows a great degree 
of comfort with racially motivated violence in several sections. The two most stark 
examples are when he praises Joseph Paul Franklin, a serial killer motivated by race, and 
an unknown serial killer who Mason believes killed “eight black offspring in Atlanta.”497 
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Writers like Johnson and Mason bring racial violence to the forefront of the identitarian 
movement and lend credence to the arguments of German and Mauleón.  
This thesis has revealed that while identitarianism is a complex socio-political 
worldview, it is also an inherently violent movement with the sole mission of ensuring 
European culture and ethnicity survive a global onslaught of liberalism, globalism, and 
mass immigration.498 Identitarians see themselves as the literal defenders of Europe and 
white European ethnicity. As such, the global identitarian movement has built a culture of 
violence based on ancient heroes, pantheons, and victorious battles and combined it with 
the present need for a literal defense. The identitarian culture of violence is a direct result 
of viewing the world through the lens of persistent threats posed by replacement, globalism, 
and liberalism. In effect, violence itself has become the lens through which it sees the 
world. In some respects, it is not a far stretch to conclude that identitarians see violence in 
hegemonic movements like globalism, and then decide the only way to survive is to counter 
the violence with their own, righteous, violence. Even identitarians who espouse tenets of 
metapolitics, the most peaceful of the strains, use ancient heroes and battles to paint the 
picture that survival is not guaranteed and that a strong defense is necessary. Finally, the 
research has demonstrated that this culture of violence, combined with the ever-present 
risk of erasure, is the primary motivator for identitarian killers. 
A. RECOMMENDATIONS 
With the exception of manifestos written by identitarian killers, this thesis relied on 
a significant amount of secondary source information because, in some cases, it was the 
only data available. As such, many of the sources had to be examined for bias against the 
identitarian to glean an impartial perspective of the movement. In the event, this task was 
much harder than originally assumed, primarily because identitarianism is frequently 
identified as a homogenous movement against an out-group, or a group of people on a 
 
498 Zúquete, The Identitarians, 1. 
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“mythical quest.”499 Such limited perspectives on the movement betray the depth of 
thought and reason employed by countless identitarian thinkers. A more comprehensive, 
primary-sourced study must be undertaken on identitarianism to shed light on the ideas that 
underpin the movement and reveal whether identitarianism has the potential to become a 
mainstream socio-political movement.  
As was noted in Chapter I, law enforcement has been slow to respond to the threat 
of identitarian violence. This thesis provides a good foundation for training on the overall 
movement including an understanding of the ideology, various strains, and a pathway to 
violence. A training curriculum based on this thesis as well as writings and speeches from 
those inside the movement will provide law enforcement with a better understanding of the 
ideology as well as ways to spot the pathway to violence.  
B. CONCLUSION 
Laura McNamara defines sensemaking as a person’s “negotiation and creation of 
meaning” of the world around them.500 The speeches and writings of global identitarian 
intellectuals and leaders often use imagery associated with great battles and war when 
describing the struggle against globalism, liberalism, and replacement. The imagery not 
only frames the identitarian worldview but invokes a feeling of honor and pride in the 
benevolent struggle to maintain one’s identity. By crafting images of evil Titans, 
threatening the gods of old, identitarian leadership also imbues followers with a sense of 
urgency, but also of conflict and latent violence. Perhaps more importantly, the culture of 
violence created in the identitarian world has spawned a reality in which violence is not an 
option but a necessity. In this same trope, the enemies identified by identitarians present 
an existential threat that must be addressed. Adherents can call on the honor, strength, and 
spirit of the gods of old to give them the power and confidence they need to fight this great 
 
499 Emma Atkinson, “What Is an Identitarian? We Talked to an Extremism Researcher to Find Out,” 
Indiana Public Media, August 16, 2019, https://indianapublicmedia.org/news/what-is-an-identitarian.php; 
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war. Unfortunately, the war becomes all too real when adherents shift their sights from 
ideological frameworks to human beings.   
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